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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to identify ef&ctive secondary choral teacher 
behaviors that could be used in a choral teacher assessment instrument. Particçants 
were 180 secondary public school choral teachers 6om the membership rolls of the 
Oklahoma Music Educators Association.
The fallowing research questions were considered throughout tk  investigation: 
(a) What are important instructional behaviors that secondary public school choral 
music teadiers in the state of Oklahoma believe should be included in a secondary 
choral music teacher assessment tool?; (b) Is there a difkrence of opinion on 
important instructional behaviors between secondary public school choral music 
teachers based on years of experience?; (c) Is there a dif&rence of opinion on 
inqx)rtant instructional behaviors between teachers in rural and urban districts?; (d)
Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors between 
secondary public school choral music teachers teaching at the following levels: Mid 
High 9^-10^ grades. Senior High 11^- 12*'' grades. Middle School 6 ^ - 8  ̂grades. 
Junior High 7^ -9**' grades, and High School 9''"-12*'' grades?; (e) Is there a 
difkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors between secondary public 
school music teachers from small schools and music teachers fom  large schools?; (Q 
Is there a diGkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors between 
secondary public school choral music teachers of varying ages? and (g) Is there a 
difkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors between male and kmale 




The 1957 launching of the Russian satellite Sputnik spurred American educators 
and government leaders to re-evaluate the status of student learning and teacher 
evaluation. In doing this, more &)cus was placed on learner behaviors, student 
achievement and teacher assessment and growth. The cong)etency-based teacher 
education movement of the early 1970s brought teacher accountability under more 
intense scrutiny. State-wide assessments of teachers became common during the 
1980s as politicians, concerned citizens, and educators addressed issues such as 
excellence, equity, accountability, restructuring, and teacher engwwerment (Boyle & 
Radocy, 1987).
Traditionally teacher evaluation systems have fulGUed two purposes, 
accountability and pro6ssional growth (Bridges, 1990). Accountability is oAen 
invoked to justify the need 6)r teacher evaluation. Wagner (1989) pointed out that 
accountability implies a set of questions: "accountable to whom, 6)r what, in what 
manner and under what circumstances" (p. 1). In addition, concerns sur6ce 
regarding the most appropriate unit o f accountability.
Teacher evaluation for the purpose of pro6ssional growth has steadily gained 
popularity, and has won praise from teachers' organizations and administrators' 
groups (Duke & Stiggens, 1986). Many teacher evaluation systems Reusing on 
pro&ssional development are based on individual goals that permit cong)etent 
teachers to grow (Duke, 1995). Besides establishing a better working environment
between administrators and teachers, this purpose also Sees administrators to spend 
more time with teachers who need intensive assistance (Duke, 1990).
A debate has developed around the issue of whether accountability-based and 
growth-oriented teacher evaluation can coexist in the same evaluation system (Duke, 
1990; McNeil, 1981; P&i&r & McLaughlin, 1988). One side believes that both 
purposes can be served in the same system. The other maintains that accountability 
and growth may be compatible in theory, but in practice too much contusion and role 
conflict arise to allow a functional blending of purposes (Duke, 1995). Duke (1995) 
states that "professional growth often entails trust and risk-taking 6ctors which may 
be undermined by concern 6)r accountability  ̂(p. 6). One point that advocates agree 
on is that teachers should be held accountable for pro&ssional growth.
In an ef&rt to establish high observer agreement, developers of statewide 
evaluation systems have tried to dehne aq)licit descrÿtions o f competencies in terms 
of observable teacher actions. Medley (1982) deGnes a competency as any sh^le 
knowledge, skill, or value that is believed to be relevant to the successful practice of 
teaching. Taylor (1980) believes a competency is the knowledge, attitude, or 
behavior demonstrated within a certain context up to a speciûc leveL Taebel (1992) 
states that "wdiile specifying the conpetencies was difficult, it was considerably more 
difGcuh to measure conpetencies and extremely difRcuk to demonstrate that a 
teacher who exhibited a conpetency was necessarily more effective than one did 
not" (p. 311). Initially the validity of the competencies was determined by studies of 
educators  ̂opinions; more recently, claims 6 r  the validity ofthe conpetencies have 
relied on the "teacher ef&ctiveness" research base. From this point o f view, many
States bave proclaimed that the corrgietencies used in their statewide assessment 
programs broadly apply to all grade levels and to all subject areas (Taebel, 1990). 
Taebel goes on to state "evaluation of any teacher in terms of demonstrated 
con^)etencies without consideration ofthe teacher's purpose, the students, or the 
situation represents an atrophied conception of teaching" (p. 313). Merrion and 
Larsen (1986) 6>und that music teachers are oAen evaluated solely in terms of 
classroom management skills and assembly programs. Likewise Brophy and 
AUeman (1993) question whether it is appropriate to evaluate music educators 
exclusively on general conq)etencies.
In a study ofthe Alabama Career Incentive Program, Taebel (1990) 6und that 
one-third of the music teachers expressed concern with the validity o f the 
con^tencies used to evaluate teacher per&rmance and the qualiGcations of the 
evaluators. They believed that these congietencies were either not appropriate or not 
comprehensive enough to evaluate music teachers validly. "These generic 
con^petencies were assumed not only to be right 5)r all teachers, but also to be major 
contributors to student learning" (Taebel, 1990, p. 313).
During the last thirty years, some music researchers have produced dehnitions of 
excellent teaching by using a survey or questionnaire to collect and quantify 
responses from educators in the held (e.g.. Baker, 1981; Fenton, 1957; Taebel, 1980; 
Taylor, 1980). Many others have examined teacher actions in the classroom through 
varying observational models (e.g., Curtis, 1986; Erbes, 1972; Froehlich, 1976; 
Hedrick, 1976;Nolin, 1971; Yarbrough, 1975). Another type of research measured 
the characteristics o f teachers in terms of their personality traits, leadership styles.
attitudes, or values (e.g., Barr, 1961; Beecher, 1949; Ryans, 1960). According to 
Taebel (1992) a popular belief exists that personality traits are important contributors 
to a teacher's ef&ctiveness. Smith (1985) states "the personal qualities of a teacher 
are many times more important than all o f the competencies listed herein as regards 
success in teaching" (p. 87). However, Taebel (1992) concluded that the widespread 
belief that a teacher's personality is a major contributor to student behavior and 
learning is not supported by research. Hersey and Blanchard (1988) concluded that 
the efkctive teacher is one whose leadership style matches the demands ofthe group. 
AAer reviewing the characteristics that make an efkctive teacher, Barr (1958) stated 
that "acts are not good or bad, efkctive or inefkctive, appropriate or inappropriate in 
general but in relation to the needs, purposes, and conditions which give rise to them" 
(p. 696).
There has been considerable research conducted on the diverse range of teacher 
behaviors. Although there is no complete and sufScient set o f behaviors that aU 
teachers must develop, expert teachers difkr hom novice teachers and efkctive 
teachers difkr from inefkctive teachers in ways that are observable and measurable 
(Berliner, 1986). Berliner found that the difkrences between success and 6ilure deal 
with personal delivery style, knowledge, accuracy of academic content, and 
classroom management skills. Gage (1978) and Medley (1977) suggested that 
exemplary teaching is determined by the context in which it occurs, difkring by 
grade levels, geogr^hical locations, sociological situations, students' intellectual 
characteristics, and subject matter. Only in recent years has context been utilized as a 
crucial 6ctor in studies o f exenplary teaching. In the held o f music education, only
a such qualitative or naturalistic studies have been undertaken (e.g., Freundlich, 
1978; Gerber, 1983; Krueger, 1987; L'Roy, 1983; Schleuter, 1988; Wing, 1978; 
Wo%ang, 1990).
David Elliott (1992,1995) developed a model of exemplary teaching that uses 
context as a crucial study Actor and broadly defines the expert music educator as one 
wiio exhibits two Arms of expert/pro Assional knowledge: musicianship and 
educatorship. Elliott (1992) explains that "the music educator's educational expertise 
is highly tuned to the nature of musical practices, musical works, music students, and 
musical values" (p. 13). Elliott states that musicianshp and educatorship are 
procedural and that the expert music teacher uses Aur areas o f supporting knowledge 
m relation A both:
1. Armai knowledge consists o f textbook and scholarly inArmatAn.
2. inArmal knowledge is the ability to utilize Armai knowledge Ar 
making quick strategic judgements in the context of one's practice.
3. impressionistic knowledge is a strong intuitive sense that one line 
of action is better than another.
4. supervisory knowledge is essentially "thinking on one's Aet," or 
managing all that occurs m the classroom moment by moment.
Formal Formal
In fo rm a l
Imprassicnisfic
Novica
Figure 1. David J. Elliott's Model of the Professional Music Educator 
(EllkhE 1995, p. 263).
Elliot’s model ofthe expert/professional music educator indicates that an in-depth
and working knowledge of both musicianship and educatorship is important for the
music teacher at any level.
The most common method o f evaluating teacher competence is classroom 
observation by an administrator. Data gathered by observation are vulnerable to 
error from a variety of sources that may affect reliability (Evertson & Green, 1986). 
Taebel (1992) believes evaluators must have some understanding of the classroom 
situation and educational tasks before they can make a sound judgement about the 
teacher’s competencies, personal qualities, or leadership style. Student performance 
outcomes may also relate to home-life, community involvement, and school as well 
as the teacher. Taebel (1992) states, "careful consideration of all the variables should 
be made be&re judgments are rendered" (p. 314).
Music educators have reviewed assessment tools in several difkrent school 
districts and states. In evaluation studies of beginning teachers in Georgia, Taebel 
(1987) 6)und the percentage of music teachers who passed the performance based 
classroom teacher evaluation was lower than the mean on seven of the eight 
competencies con^)ared with other clasanom teachers. Georgia used a checklist to 
determine the presence of a conqxtency. The state established minimum pass levels 
for each of eight conopetencies based on "mpert" opinion rather than using normative 
data (Taebel, 1990). Using the same study in Humble, Texas, Taebel (1990) found 
music teachers had lower mean scores in eight often conpetencies as compared with 
othâ  classroom teachers. Music teachers scored highest in the area of maintaining a 
positive environment. They scored lowest on "evaluates and provides kedback on 
student progress'* (Taebel, 1990, p. 313). In Florida, ^̂ here the total score (rather 
than separate conpetency scores) was used, the average total score kr all music 
teachers was lower than the average total score kr all other teachers (Peterson, 1986). 
Florida assesses teachers based on kur domains with these domains being evaluated 
using twenty-one perkrmance criteria. Using a data source other than the classroom. 
Smith (1985) looked kr consensus validity of the conpetencies identiSed by the 
Florida Music Educakrs Association through a survey of FMEA members.
Many teachers are concerned about the applicability o f general conpetencies to 
music teaching; others question the qualifications of untrained observers or evaluators 
(Taebel, 1990). Taebel states, "Very kw  music teachers know how their 
perkrmance conpares with that of other music teachers, or whether music teachers 
as a group do better or worse than their colleagues in other subject areas" (p. 50).
"Because national standards in music education are voluntary, there is no uniformity 
in state assessments, and most states have not assessed arts instruction  ̂(NEA report 
as cited in Taebel, 1990 p. 15). There is generally no consistency between states or 
school districts in teacher evaluation. The reliance on diverse and seemingly 
unrelated bases for evaluating teaching expertise stems horn the lack of an accepted 
hierarchy of educational outcomes to serve as a basis 6)r judging (Standley &
Madsen, 1991).
De&nitive conclusions about the process of evaluating teaching erq)ertise are 
difBcuh to attain. Standley and Madsen (1991) Aund that "despite a multitude of 
research, the majority o f variables investigated seem to be inconsistently delineated 
and almost hopelessly conAunded" (p. 5). Good and Mulryan (1990) suggest that the 
nature o f teaching makes it impossible to evaluate a teacher's per6rmance with a 
single evaluation instrument. Travers (1981) believes that a school that can justi^ 
evaluating all teachers through identical procedures is probably lacking innovation. 
McGreal (1983) suggests that evaluation be customized by allowing teachers to 
develop a plan 5)r pro&ssional improvement that is monitored by either the principal 
or another teacher. Peterson (1986) contends that "no single line of evidence is 
reliable enough, works Ar all teachers, addresses all that a teacher does, or is 
congiatible with the varied conceptions of teaching" (p. 312).
Because ofthe complexity o f public expectations, teacher evaluation has become 
a necessity. As the demand Ar better education mcreases so does the demand Ar 
more eSkctive Arms of teacher evaluation. Allen (1997) Aund that "because music 
teachers use special skills and behaviors speciGc A the sul^ect they are teaching.
general nonrsubject specific evaluation instruments are imqipropriate and even 
misleading" (p. 1). An appropriate evaluation instrument must be developed to assess 
music teachers based on the speciGc skills and behaviors used in music instruction.
Need Ar the Study
Because of the ençhasis on teacher assessment and ef&ctiveness, states have 
implemented many difkrent Arms of evaluation. However, traditional models o f 
evaluation often do not match the goals o f constantly changing educational curricula 
(Connelly, 1999). Teachers are being asked A move j&om more traditAnal teaching 
methods A methods that entail mcreased student participation and more complex 
student outcomes, yet the traditional model o f teacher evaluat An has not kept pace 
with these changes (Brandt, 1996).
Literature on music teacher evaluatAn suggests that generic assessment Arms are 
inappropriaA and inadequate Ar music teachers. Taebel (1990) proposes that music 
teachers are evaluated on the wrong criteria, ofkring as evidence the consistently Aw 
scores music teachers receive m states where generic teaching congietencies and 
behavArs are evaluated. Schulman, m an interview with Brandt (1988), cautAns that 
teaching models and procedures should not be so generic that they ignore the 
structure of the content areas. Taehel (1990) goes on A argue that music teachers use 
skills and behavArs specific A the teaching of music. These nonverbal skills and 
behavArs must be added A inqirove the evaluation process Ar music educators.
Doerksen (1990) states that an instrument designed q)ecihcally Ar music teacher 
evaluation must be used. He also states that administraArs or personnel qualiGed m 
the field of music should conduct music teacher evaluations. However, m many
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school districts this is simply not a possibility. Due to time constraints and binding, 
many music teachers bnd themselves evaluated by a general administrator with little 
or no knowledge of the subject area. This is detrimental to the teacher and to music 
education (Taebel, 1990).
In the state of Oklahoma, no formal studies were biund on effective music teacher 
behaviors that could be used to bum a specific music teacher evaluation tool 
Teacher evaluation instruments bom thirty school districts in Oklahoma were 
reviewed and compared to determine similarities or differences. The assessment tools 
reviewed were used for all subject areas and were divided into two to biur sections 
including classroom management and basic teaching techniques. These sections were 
broken down into generic statements concerning behavioral objectives. Additional 
study of the evaluations was conducted to see %̂hich o f the behaviors applied to music 
teachers. The evaluation firms relied heavily on question and answer firmat 
suggesting that most high school teachers lecture the entire period. Thoe were no 
categories fir modeling such as The teacher models the correct procedure" or The 
teacher demonstrates the correct process" in any ofthe evaluation firms.
Only one district, Fairview Public Schools, had a separate evaluation firm for 
music teachers. The Fairview firm was designed fir Band teachers and consisted of 
six very general statements and questions (^ipendix A). Four out of six questions 
dealt with performance based behaviors with one question addressing classroom 
management and another question assessing teacher eiqilanation and demonstration.
Public school music teachers have their hands fill managing their programs and 
making sure these programs survive (Taebel, 1990). It is vital fir the continuation of
i l
music in the public schools that secondary choral music teachers determine e&ctive 
teaching behaviors relevant to their discipline. It seems, then, thht an appropriate Grst 
step in this process would be to ascertain in-service music educator's opinions of 
efkctive teaching behaviors. This base of in&rmation could be used in the 
construction of a more meaningful music teacher assessment tooL
The purpose of the project is to survey secondary public school choral teachers 
about ircportant music teacher behaviors that could be included on a music teacher 
assessment tool.
Research Questions
1. What are important instructional behaviors that secondary public school 
choral music teachers in the state o f Oklahoma believe should be included in a 
secondary choral music teacher assessment tool?
2. Is there a difkrence of opinion on inqwrtant instructional behaviors between 
secondary public school choral music teachers based on years of e)q)erience?
3. Is there a dif&rence of opinion on important instructional behaviors between 
teachers in rural and urban districts?
4. Is there a dif&rence of opinion on important instructional behaviors between 
secondary public school choral music teachers teaching at the following 
levels?
Mid-High School Choral Teachers: 9* grade -  10  ̂grade 
Senwr High School Choral Teachers: 11* grade -  12* grade 
NOddle School Choral Teachers: 6*̂  grade -  8* grade 
Junior High School Choral Teachers: 7^ grade -9^ grade
12
High School Choral Teachers: 9^ grade — 12  ̂grade
5. Is there a dif&rence of opinion on important instructional behaviors between 
secondary public school choral music teachers Aom small schools and music 
teachers 6om large schools?
6. Is there a diG^ence of opinion on inqxirtant instructional behaviors 
between secondary public school choral music teachers of varying %es?
7. Is there a difkrence of opinion on inqxirtant instructional behaviors 







The demonstration of a person's ability to 
perkrm a task or tasks based on speclGc criteria or 
standards (Ring, 1981).
A music teacher is a person who is certiQed by the 
state in the Geld of music and whose primary job 
is to work as a music specialist teaching music.
A state certiGed teacher who directs school choruses 
in any grades between six and twelve.
The knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors 
necessary to perform teaching tasks 
and other related acGvities (Ring, 1981).
Teacher ef&cGveness is difGcuk to separate Gom 
instructional ef&cGveness, but because teachers are 
the most critical variable in educational programs in
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schools, important evaluative decisions must be 
made regarding them. Most educators agree that 
teacher eiSectiveness comes down to teacher 
competencies that state departments of education, 
pro&ssional organizations, and local school boards 
have identified (Boyle & Radocy, 1987).
Delimitations
The following delimitation was made concerning the study:
The study was drawn from the 453 secondary public school choral music educators 
in the state of Oklahoma listed on the Music Educators National Conference 
membership roIL
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
General History ofTeacher Observation and Evaluation
Teacher evaluation began with classroom visitations by community committees 
during the American colonial period (Tanner & Tanner, 1987). These committees 
judged students' progress, determined whether proper content was taught, and judged 
the ^propriateness o f the teacher's methods of discq)lme and instruction. As 
administrative positions were created during the 1800s, evaluation and siq)ervision 
were relegated to pro6ssional educators (Duke, 1995).
In 1837 the Boston school board voted to introduce music into the public schools 
but did not ^qaopriate the necessary funds. Lowel Mason volunteered to teach vocal 
music at the Hawes School without funds for one year on a trial basis. At the end of 
that year the mayor asked the master o f the school 6)r a report on the success of 
Mason's program. This report is the Erst known written evaluation of a music 
program and music teacher in an American school (Lehman, 1992).
7900-79^9
By the early 1900s the creation of specialist teaching positions required 
supervisors with specialized content knowledge. Checklists and other quantitative 
measures of perArmance were introduced to minimize personal bias and subjectivity 
(Tracy & McNaughton, 1993). This scientiGc phase was based on the assumption 
that research and measurement could provide supervisors with a hrm base on which 
to judge the quality o f instruction.
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Most early observational instruments dealt with the learner. At the beginning of 
the century, educational supervisors wanted to know more about classroom activities 
because of a general dissatis&ction with existing methods of supervision. In 1911, 
Romiett Stevens used court stenographers to record a more accurate descrçtion of 
classroom activities (Simon & Boyer, 1974). In 1914, Horn (as cited in Curtis, 1986) 
invented a system in which a classroom visitor would indicate a small circle on paper 
to record students' recitation or request 6)r recitation. The purpose ofthe instrument 
was to determine the distribution of pupil participation. In 1929, A  S. Barr 
conducted the hrst study of any magnitude on teacher ef&ctiveness by identifying 
behavior patterns that discriminated between efkctive and ineBective teaching (as 
cited in Curtis, 1986).
In 1929, Dorothy S. Thomas and others began to &cus on the ef&cts of classroom 
climate in nursery school classes (as cited in Medley & Mitzel, 1963). Harold 
Anderson (1939) and colleagues continued Thomas' research by studying and 
measuring the ef&cts o f diminutive and integrative behaviors. Diminutive behavior 
includes the use of 6rce, commands, threats, shame, blame, or attacks against the 
personal status of the individual, while integrative behavior deals with working 
toward a common purpose and an attendit to reduce conflict. Because of this 
research, Anderson developed the Erst intersectional teacher evaluation method that 
showed various characteristics o f the teacher's personality. John Whitehall took the 
index developed by Anderson and renamed it the Social-Emotional Climate Index 
(Whitehall & Lewis, 1963). Whitehall 61t social emotional classroom climate could 
be measured in terms of teacher behavior alone (Medley & Mitzel, 1963). The seven
16
categories o f the Index ranged horn leamer-supportive statements to teacher- 
supportive statements. When using this system, Whitehall coded typewritten 
transcripts of sound recordings dealing with classroom behaviors.
Toh/e I
Categories of the Social-Emotional Climate Index 
Category Number Category Descr^tion
1. Learner-supportive statements or questions.
2. Acceptant or clari^ing statements or questions.
3. Problem-structuring statements or questions.
4. Neutral statements evidencing no supportive intent.
5. Directive statements or questions.
6. Reproving, disapproving, or disparaging comments.
7. Teacher-supportive statements or questions.
(Whitehall & Lewis, 1963).
7PJ0-7P7P
In the 60s and 70s the concept of learner (student) feedback as evaluation came 
into prominence. Considerable research has been directed to investigate the 
ef&ctiveness of &edback hom students and how it relates to improving instruction. 
Several investigators showed that when student evaluation of teachers was 6d  back to 
teachers they improved their teaching (Bledsoe, 1975; Bryan, 1963; Gage, Runkel &
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Chatteqee, 1963; Lauroesch, Pereira & Ryan, 1969; Sherman, 1978; Tuckman & 
Oliver, 1968; Vogt & Lasher, 1973). However, several studies on the hrequency of 
and long-term use of student evaluation showed no significant diSerence in teacher 
improvement (Miller, 1971; Pambookian, 1972).
During the late 50s through the 70s colleges and state evaluation systems began to 
understand teaching could be deSned by a set of corqietencies. Medley (1982) and 
Taylor (1980) describe a competency as any knowledge, skill, behavior, attitude, or 
value that is demonstrated in teaching. Evaluations can range 6om a &w general 
conq)etencies to a large number of very speciûc teacho" behaviors. In 1958, Baird 
listed 48 congieteacies, while in 1976, Parr listed 511 competencies. Educ^rs 
began to realize competencies had to be reduced to more manageable levels.
Another problem teacher assessors 6ced was the need &r stating the minimum 
level o f per&rmance 6)r a given competency (Taebel, 1992). Open-ended 
competencies in the early studies left room &»r teacher improvement. Closed 
conçetencies coming in later studies were very speciBc. Unlike an open 
competency, a closed competency was either present or not. This led to the 
development of micro-competencies in open competencies and allowed the evaluator 
to determine the absence or presence o f speciGc behaviors. These micro- 
competencies led to (ziticism by educators who felt trivialities were being 
emphasized, implyimg that teaching was only the sum of many parts (Broudy, 1972). 
In response, speciûc behaviors were clustered under broader teaching activities.
Baker (1981) arranged competencies into groips that might be observed daily and 
those requiring long term observation.
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This &CUS on teacher behaviors and how they relate to student outcomes was 
especially prevalent 6om 1972 through 1978 (Brophy & Good, 1979; Medley, 1977; 
Rosenshine, 1979, 1983). This process-product research tended to follow a general 
paradigm. In all studies, measures of teacher behavior (process) and teacher 
effectiveness (product) were gathered &om a large sample of classrooms at one or 
more grade levels. The measures o f teacher behavior were derived 6om systematic 
observation of classroom interactions o f teachers and students on multiple occasions 
throughout the school year. Measures of teacher efkctiveness (process) were based 
on gains in student achievement (product) (Shavelson, Webb & Burstein, 1986).
Toward the end of the 70s and early 80s process-product research studies grew in 
scope. The idea of time as a resource was re-introduced. Curriculum, subject matter, 
and learning strategies were included as both substance of instruction and direct 
antecedent of learning 6om instruction. Researchers on teaching had eiganded their 
methods to include small-scale naturalistic intensive examinations of the teaching 
process (Evertson & Green, 1986; Green & Smith, 1983). This expansion also 
included teacher and student thoughts, judgments, and decisions (Clark & Peterson, 
1984; Marx, 1983; Shavelson, 1983) and the social ecology of the classroom 
(Hamilton, 1983).
Teacher evaluation has assumed many roles throi%hout the history of education. 
McHaney and Ingiey (1992) indicated that the purpose of evaluation has moved along 
a continuum of inspection and control o f teachers and classrooms. The traditional 
model o f evaluation is still primarily a summative, accountability approach that is
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reflective of a direct instructioii model (Sear&ss & Enz, 1996). Gitlin (1992) states 
that "traditional evaluation is a process that corcpares a set of predetermined 
standards (established by e)q)erts residing outside the evaluation process) with a set of 
practices (performed by the teacher)" (p. 65).
Some rather obvious changes in the Geld of instructional evaluation have begun to 
occur. Doyle (1983) and MiUman and Darling-Hammond (1990) found as 
institutional budgets grew increasingly constrained and as pressures 6>r 
documentation and substantiation in facuhy-personnel decisions increased, a change 
in enq)hasis began taking place from evaluation 6r instructional improvement to 
evaluation 6)r promotion, salary, tenure, and even termination decisions. They 6)und 
these efkrts relied on teacher evaluation 6)r a wide variety o f purposes, including 
selection, training, improvement, and advancement. They o&en envision broader 
roles &)r teachers in the evaluation procedure. There has also been a shift Gom 
arguing about whether instructional evaluation should be done at all to a concern 
about how best to use the difkrent kinds of data that are available.
Current Literature
A review of the literature about teacher evaluation reveals Gve basic concepts.
1. Teacher evaluation is necessary.
2. There are both uses and abuses of evaluation.
3. Teacher evaluation is supposed to be used G)r prokssional development.
4. Teacher evaluation uses certain criteria or standards.
5. Student and peer evaluation should have a place in teacher evaluation.
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Along with these 6ve general concepts, many researchers agree that the m^or 
purposes of teacher evaluation are to pnvide a basis &)r:
1. Iroproving instruction.
2. Linking teacher perArmance with student achievement.
3. Making employment decisions regarding retention, trans6r, and dismissal
4. Rewarding superior perArmance.
5. Promoting individual and organizational growth.
6. Determmmg the extent to vdiich skills learned in stafi development have been 
applied.
7. Validating the selection process.
8. Protecting individuals, organizations, advancing teacher proÊssionalism and 
school restructuring.
(Bokon, 1973; Clark, 1993; Glickman, 1990; MiUman & Darhng-Hammond,
1990).
According to McNeil (1981) there are two conflicting views of teacher evaluation. 
The hrst is a demand for greater accountability and the second holds that teacher 
evaluation should downplay the pressure of judgements hom peers, students, parents, 
and supervisors, and 6)cus on instructional improvement. The term accountability is 
used by various groups in society to legitimize what they believe to be their rights to 
influence and evaluate teachers (Elliott, 1981). Critics o f public schools argue that 
teachers must be held accountable. They point to private schools as examples 
presumably because dissatished parents can remove their students and seek another 
alternative (Duke, 1995). However, this is not an option 6)r many parents and
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students in public schools. Wagner (1989) believes accountability implies a set of 
questions:
1. Should teachers be held accountable for per&rming functions 
specified in their job descriptions?
2. Do teachers meet speciSed per&rmance standards?
3. Do teachers see that students attain a speciGed level of achievement?
Another concern educators 6ce is Gnding and agreeing on the most appropriate
unit o f accountability. Should the 6)cus o f accountability-based evaluation be 
centered on individual teachers, groups of teachers, or schools (Duke, 1990)?
Elliott (1981) believes that accountability is a social phenomenon and that how it is 
understood by a particular audience is relative to the groups' social position. Elliott 
(1981) outlines 6ur models of accountability:
1. Personal Accountability -  the individual teacher 6els accountable to him 
or herself and constitutes his or her own audience.
2. Professional Accountability -  the individual's pro6ssional group (teachers) 
possess the right to influence his or her performance in the light ofhis or her 
role expectations
3. Consumer Oriented Accountability -  the consumers of education (students, 
their parents, enqiloyers, and the local community) possess the right to 
influence an individual teacher's per&rmance in the light of what they expect 
horn teachers.
4. Bureaucratic Accountability -  such agencies of government (the teacher's 
en^loyer) as administrators, managers, supervisors possess the right
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to influence by virtue of their 6)rmal powers to exercise positive and 
negative sanctions.
Teacher accountability and evaluation have been used interchangeably in 
educational literature when discussing teacher assessment. Beecher (1979) argued 
that although evaluation and accountability are closely interrelated, the relationship is 
not symmetricaL Elliott (1981) believes accountability is a procedure 6)r assessing 
persons that presupposes an assessment of per&rmance. However, the making of 
such an assessment is not in itself an intrinsic part of the accountability process.
Evaluation can be grouped into two categories, summative and formative 
evaluations (Brogan, 1995; McHaney & Inqiey, 1992; Sear5)ss & Enz, 1996). 
Summative evaluation addresses the need for accountability while 6)rmative 
evaluation addresses the need h)r proAssional development (Connelly, 1999).
Most states tend to &cus on summative evaluation yet eq)erts agree that school 
systems should employ both types of evaluation (Manatt, 1988; Popham & Stanley, 
1988).
Summative evaluations generally rate teachers against a list of standards 
predetermined by the school district. An administrator, or sometimes an outside 
evaluator, usually conducts summative evaluations. McNeil (1981) believes that 
teacher assessment should downplay "the crushing pressure of judgments hom 
supervisors, principals, students, parents, and peers  ̂and concentrate on "instructional 
improvement" (p. 283). Duke and Stiggen's (1986) research indicates that many 
e)q)erienced teachers derive little or no beneht hom accountability-based evaluations. 
Summative evaluation is the basis &>r management decisions such as selection.
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placement, reassignment, tenure, and termination (Taebel, 199^). Duke (1995) 
contends that resources should be hocused on helping good teachers become better 
rather than removing a &w incompetent teachers. Often summative evaluations are 
used to document minimal acceptable standards within the district (Connelly, 1999).
In contrast to summative evaluation, formative evaluation tends to 6)ster teacher 
growth and development. A study conducted by the National Education Association 
(1986) 6)und 6)rmative evaluations are used to promote educational growth and 
developments by helping teachers improve their skills (as cited in Taebel, 1992). In 
Armative evaluations teachers set improvement goals and meet with the evaluator 
throughout the school year to assess progress towards these goals. Formative 
evaluation tools &cus on the identification of strengths and weaknesses with the 
development of strategies &r performance inqnovement (Connelly, 1999). A large 
number of 6)rmative evaluation models include a mechanism 5)r providing feedback, 
based on mult^le observations (Glass, 1995). Tinkham (1994) suggests that teachers 
would be more motivated to participate in a formative model, because they would be 
involved with the development of the tool He also suggests that teachers would be 
more willing to seek feedback and implement the suggested improvements included 
in a Êirmative modeL
Often music educators are evaluated by administrators who know little about the 
evaluation procedure or the teacher's subject area. Glickman (1990) stresses the 
importance of assistance and evaluation by a supervisor certiGed in the evaluation 
procedure. Wise, Darhng-Hammond, McLaughlin and Bernstein (1984) in their 
survey of 32 school districts 6)und, that "almost all respondents agreed that the
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principal lacked sufBcient resolve and conq)etence to evaluate accurately" (p. 22). 
They went on to add that survey respondents e^qiressed concern with having a general 
evaluator such as an administrator assess a specialist teacher (Wise, Darling- 
Hammond, McLaughlin & Bernstein, 1984). Taebel (1992) states that ''when teacher 
evaluation is not considered a high-stakes activity, training of the school 
administrator as an observer is likely to be minimal" (p. 310).
Teacher Evaluation and Music Education 
Literature concerning the evaluation of secondary public school music teachers is 
limited. Many oftbe evaluations center on student achievement, curriculum 
development, music teacher preparation, teacher certlGcation, and music teacher 
behaviors. Prior to 1970, most literature focused on the process and results of 
instruction. While the role of the teacher was central to this process, the specific 
problem of the instructor was implied rather than addressed directly. Since this time 
researchers have begun to 5xms their attention on the problem of the instructor. In 
Simon and Boyer's (1974) Mirrors Ar Behavior IE. an anthology of observation 
instruments, the behaviors measured are not music related, although they may in 
some cases he ^plied to any subject WHiile some ideas and in&rmation are 
available 6 r  evaluating music teachers, this is obviously a 6irly new area of interest.
Music educators are beginning to realize that a global or generic evaluation tool is 
not ef&ctive in assessing classroom music teacher behaviors (Brandt, 1988; Taebel, 
1990). Schulman's (1988) interview with Brandt, cautions that teaching models and 
procedures should not be so generic that they ignore the structure of the content area. 
Elliott Eisner (1975) believed evaluation procedures were based on scientific
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assumptions that are technological in their applications. He viewed these evaluations 
as often inhospitable to the arts. Likewise, Taehel suggests that music teachers are 
evaluated with the wrong criteria (Taebel, 1990).
Efkctive Music Teacher Behaviors 
Many o f the evaluative tools used in the assessment of classroom music teachers 
have come out of the classroom teacher ef&ctiveness base. There has been 
considerable research done in areas related to teacher evaluation. A number of 
studies deal with behaviors that the elective music teacher uses in the classroom. 
Brand (1985) outlined the efkctive music teacher as one who demonstrates good 
musicianship (particularly in error diagnosis and vocal modeling), manages 
classrooms and rehearsals well, and capably relates lesson objectives to students' 
level of interesL Brand also suggests elective music teachers pace lessons well, 
demonstrate high energy and enthusiasm, frequently use eye contact and physical 
gestures, and vary facial oqnessions and speaking voice. Yarbrough (1975) 
investigated the eSectiveness o f various teaching behaviors including eye contact, 
closeness (proximity), gestures, 6cial expressions, rehearsal pace, and volume and 
modulation of voice. It was 5)und that some of the groups' lowest per&rmance 
ratings were received when these behaviors were ignored or only slightly used. Erbes 
(1983) suggested that music teachers establish a good classroom climate by using 
approval ef&ctively, by incorporating student ideas, by promoting student interaction, 
and by demonstrating enthusiasm and warmth. Baker (1982) identiSed a sense of 
humor, strong but 6ir discipline, student erjoyment and participation, musicianship, 
strong rapport with students, high pro&ssional standards, positive group management
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techniques, and communication skills as important Ar teacher eSectiveness. Brophy 
and AUeman (1993) determined the Allowing broad areas that should serve as 
deGning attributes: personal characteristics, musical competence, ef&ctive use of 
nonverbal strategies, ef&ctive use of verbal strategies, classrocA management, 
efkctive planning Ar concept learning and aesthetic appreciatAn across a wide age 
span, an objective assessment of teaching style based on enq)irically supported 
criteria, and relevant and appropriate proAssAnal development activities.
Nonverbal teacher behaviors have been Aund to be very important m elective 
music teacher behavAr (Curtis, 1986; Grechesky, 1985). Watkins (1986) Aund that 
preservice teachers \&bo had highly rated teaching episodes had corresponding high 
scores m nonverbal e^gression on the EmotAnal Expressivity scale. The EmotAnal 
Expressivity scale measures the skill with which mdividuals communicate 
nonverbally and mcludes a person's ability to send emotAnal messages, nonverbal 
expression of attitudes, and emotional states. The ability o f a music teacher to 
communicate nonverbally with students m a music classroom has been Aund to 
enhance teaching efActiveness (Grant & DraAll; 1991, Grumm; 1992).
The literature on teacher eSectiveness reveals speciGc constructs that are 
beneGcial Ar classroom music teachers. McCoy (1985) reviewed the eBectiveness 
research and recommended the AlAwing Ar music teachers: Gequent use of 
nonverbal communication, prAritizatAn of rehearsal materials, use o f task-related 
praise, clear statement o f rehearsal objectives, encouragement of student-generated 
ideas, and teaching of music skills m additAn to perArmance skills. Additionally, 
Brand (1985) proposed efkctive music teachers pace lessons well, demonstrate high
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energy and enthusiasm, Aequently use eye contact and physical gestures, and vary 
6cial expressions and speaking voice. McCoy (1985) 6)und that positive feedback 
in the Arm of praise is somewhat varied in its ef&ct depending on its sincerity, 
relationship to the task, and the educational level of the students. McCoy further 
discovered that music teachers use difkrent proportions o f direct and indirect 
methods of teaching and that the efkctiveness o f one method over the other may 
depend on the experience o f the students.
Another area that is not given suGGcient attention in evaluation systems is 
modeling or demonstration. "Music teachers Èequently play, sing, or move so that 
their students will have a model to imitate. Un&ntunately, evaluation systems, if they 
allow 6)r demonstration at all, include it with the more common &)rms of 
presentation, such as telling or describing" (Taebel, 1990, p. 53). Most recently, 
Robinson (1996) has stated the inqwrtance of the teacher's modeling as a part of 
instruction. He believes that teacher modeling leads to a 6ee and risk-taking 
atmosphere that is needed 6)r student growth and development.
Music SpeciGc Models o f Teacher Evaluation 
Roshong (1987) developed an instrument to observe nonverbal communication of 
conductors. He 5)und that nonverbal teacher behavior has a heavy influence on the 
quality of communication in the rehearsal. His works used strictly quantitative 
techniques. Dorman (1978) conducted a review of research on observational systems 
in the analysis o f music teaching. She identiGed a study that added Gve categones to 
the existing Flanders' system (Whitehall & Lewis, 1963). These categories include 
two nonverbal behaviors; nonverbal praise and encouragement and nonverbal
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criticism. Akbongh a complete and functional instrument was not provided, Merrion 
(1989) suggested eleven observable behaviors that could be used 6 r  evaluating a 
music teacher.
1. provides a variety of activities
2. utilizes a variety of music repertoire
3. maintains a high level of particÿation
4. Acilitates learning within diOerent instructional modes
5. implements difkring instructional farmats
6. creates opportunities for all children to learn
7. Asters development within all learning domains
8. structures lessons to learner characteristics
9. sequences activities to promote student success
10. uses diverse instructional materials
11. demonstrates vocal and instrumental skills.
A music-specific model o f teacher evaluation was developed by the Music 
Department at Rhode Island College Ar student teachers and is currently m use there 
(Appendix B). Each evaluation has two parts. The Grst part is an observation A be 
completed by a peer. This observation is a list o f behaviors and skills believed to be 
important in the instruction of music with each being rated on a scale of one A Eve, 
with one being lowest. This model ofkrs the assessor the option of "does not apply" 
or "no basis Ar judgement." There are three di&rent Arms Ar peer observation, all 
using the same Armat but containing dif&rent items. The second part ofthe 
evaluat An is a series o f ten questions to be cong)leted by the students in the class at
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the end of the semester. Student responses to each question are multiple choices on a 
scale hum lowest to highest (Allen, 1997).
The Hartt School of Music developed a music-speciGc teacher evaluation 
instrument Ar the evaluation of student teachers in their music education program 
(Appendix C). It was designed to be conçleted in one observation, \̂ diich is 
conducted at least twice during one semester of student teaching. The main 
categories this instrument addresses are teacher musicianship, organization and 
planning, teaching skill and technique, personal manner, strengths, and areas needing 
inq)rovement.
Cowden and Klotman (1991) developed Aur diSerent music evaluation 
instruments in use at Indiana State University. They are evaluation of teaching, 
conducAr evaluation, evaluation of perArmance instruction, and student evaluation. 
Although these evaluation instruments were developed Ar use at the post-secondary 
level, they are suggestive of what a music teacher evaluation instrument might 
contain and how it might be organized.
Changes in the Geld of education come about slowly and with deliberation.
Cuban (1990) believes that modiGcation in schools and in classroom teaching is 
diGicult A achieve. Many view change as threatening with uncertain outcomes, 
^ alid  outcomes of evaluat An certainly are not easy to produce; the threats that may 
be associated with teacher evaluatAn must be weighed in the light o f its contribution 
A proAssional development which in turn is guided by a vision of what it means to 
teach music A students" (Taebel, 1992, p. 324).
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During the past two centunes many changes have taken place in teacher 
assessment. From the early part of the 20^ century with its 6xms on process product 
results to the more recent research into ef&ctive teacher behaviors, educators have 
continued to struggle with the role of teacher evaluation. Many assessment tools used 
in the evaluation of classroom music teachers have grown out of this research on 
ef&ctive teacher behaviors. Currently music educators are realizing the important 
role efkctive music teacher behaviors should play in music teacher evaluation. In 
orda" to he%) music educators develop skills and behaviors to insure success in 
teaching, administrators and music teacher siqiervisors need to know the skills and 
behaviors that in-service music teachers perceive to be most important to successful 
teaching.
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m . METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Introduction
Traditional generic teacher evaluation tools are un6ir and misleading when 
applied to public school music educators (Taebel, 1990). Studies conducted to 
determine deSnitions of excellent teaching (Baker, 1981; Taebel, 1980; Taylor, 
1980) and positive teacher behaviors (Barr, 1961; Beecher, 1949; Curtis, 1986; 
Froehlich, 1976; Hedrick, 1976; Ryans, 1960; Yarborough, 1975) have been used 
to construct evaluation tools 5)r music student teachers and entry year teachers. 
However, a coirprehensive literature review &üed to reveal any studies 
speciGcaUy addressing secondary public school choral teacher behavior. The 
purpose of this study was to identic ef&ctive choral teacher behaviors that could 
be used 6)r a secondary choral teacher evaluation.
Instrument Development 
Clusters of statements were developed pertaining to speciSc teacher behaviors 
drawn 6om Tait's (1992) research on elective music teacher traits (Appendix D), 
TaebeTs research on improper evaluation criteria (1990), the MENC Teacher 
Evaluation Statements (Appendix E), Elliott's (1995) model ofthe proAssional 
music educator, and Tuckman's (1991) suggestions on conducting meaningful 
teacher assessments (Appendix F). Table H shows the statements on the survey 
and which behavior they represent.
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Efkctive Teacher Constructs Survey Items
1. Sense of Aimess 16,22,28,33
2. Sense of humor 12,20,23,26, 31
3. Nonverbal communication 9,10,11, 13,14
4. Enthusiasm Ar subject 8,19, 21,24,25
5. Caring 3,18
6. Flexibility 17, 29, 30, 32
7. Organization/management 4 ,5 ,6
8. Product indicators 15, 27, 34
9. Subject knowledge 1 ,2 ,7
10. Stimulates student interest/enthusiasm 35, 36, 37
Pre-Pilot Study
The preliminary questionnaire was presented to a panel o f 25 elementary, 
middle school, high school choral and general music teachers in the Oklahoma 
City metropolitan area Ar suggestions. A&er making corrections and additions 
the revised survey was presented A a music education graduate class at the 
University of Oklahoma Ar critique and A determine Ace validity. Additional
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modifications were made and the resulting questionnaire Armed the basis Ar the 
pilot study.
Pilot Study
The anonymous pilot survey was mailed with inArmation Arm (Appendix G) 
and stan^»ed addressed return enveApes to 100 secondary choral directors 
selected randomly from the role ofthe Kansas Music Educators Association. It 
was hoped that teachers who were members of a music pro Ass Anal organizat An 
would be better inArmed on new musical trends and would be active in their 
districts m the development of music curriculum and perArmance. Kansas was 
selected because it is closer m demographics to Oklahoma than other surrounding 
states (See Table 3). Random numbers Ar the selection of teachers were 
generated by a function of Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program
For the purpose of analysis, partAipating teachers were divided into Eve 
categories:
1. Tradit Anal public school junAr high choral teachers Grades 7-9
2. Traditional public school middle school choral teachers Grades 6-8
3. Mid-high public school choral teachers Grades 9-10
4. Senior high public school choral teachers Grades 11-12
5. TraditAnal public high school choral teachers Grades 9-12
These Eve categories represented the teaching assignments typically Aund m 




Population 3,145,576 Population 2,477,588
Public School Enrollment Public School Enrollment
K-12 623,056 K-12 448,151
Number of Public Schools
Elementary 1,030 Elementary 852
MS/JH 310 MS/JH 215
High School 469 High School 353
Average Salary 33,039 Average Salary 38,459
(Kansas State Department of Education, 2001, Oklahoma State Department of 
Education, 2001).
The response rate to the pilot questionnaire was 55% with 55 of one 
hundred questionnaires returned. The data analysis 6)r the pilot study was based 
on the 55 usable responses. Responses to each survey item cluster were subjected 
to reliability analysis. Two weak items (uses music books and uses octavo music) 
were eliminated to increase Cronbach's Alpha scores (Table 4).
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Pilot Study Alpha Scores




1 16,22,29,33 .64 .64
2 12,20*, 23, 26, 31 .56 .69
3 9,10 ,11 ,13 ,14 .67 .67
4 21*, 24,25 .49 .96
5 3,19,19 .65 .65
6 17,29,30,32 .67 .67
7 4 ,5 ,6 , 9 .73 .73
S 15,27,34 .57 .57
9 1 ,2 ,7 .63 .63
10 35,36,37 .99 .99
* Item removed to increase instrument reliability
As a result of these Gndings, the survey instrument was modified 5)r use with 
the main study. The distracting items mentioned earlier were removed from the 




This study was conducted with the approval of the University o f Oklahoma 
Institutional Review Board (Appendix I and Appendix J) and the president ofthe 
Oklahoma Music Educators Association. Membership roles were provided by the 
Oklahoma Music Educators Association. Participants were informed that their 
personal identity would not be revealed in any way in this study (Appendix K). 
Three hundred and forty-two surveys were mailed out with the Allowing results: 
45 could not be delivered due to incorrect mailing addresses, one was returned 
because of a philosophical dif&rence with the study, two were returned because 
the teachers were retired leaving 294 teachers eligible to take and return the 
questionnaire. One hundred twenty-Gve acceptable surveys were returned Gom 
the Grst mailing leaving 169 choral teachers not responding. A second mailing 
was conducted producing 55 more acceptable surveys. Out of the 294 
questionnaires that were delivered, 180 were returned and usable creating a 61% 
return rate.
The study addressed the hallowing research questions:
1. What are important instructional behaviors that secondary public school 
choral music teachers in the state o f Oklahoma believe should be included 
in a secondary choral music teacher assessment tool?
2. Is there a difkrence of opinion on irrportant instructional behaviors 
between secondary public school choral music teachers based on years
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of e)q)erience?
3. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors 
between teachers in rural and urban districts?
4. Is there a difkrence of opinion on inportant instructional behaviors 
between secondary public school choral music teachers teaching at 
the Allowing levels?
Mid High School Choral Teachers: 9* grade -1 0 *  grade 
Senior High School Choral Teachers: 11*̂  grade — 12  ̂grade 
h&ldle School Choral Teachers: 6* grade — 8  ̂grade 
Junior High School Choral Teachers: 7  ̂grade -  9* grade 
High School Choral Teachers: 9^ grade -  12  ̂grade
5. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors 
between secondary public school choral music teachers 6om small schools 
and music teachers 6om large schools?
6. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors 
between secondary public school choral music teachers of varying ages?
7. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors 
between male and female secondary public school choral music 
teachers?
Data analysis using SPSS statistical software included examination of 
hequencies, percentages, and cross tabulation between groups of subjects.




Data obtained 6om the study indicated that while a large percentage of choral 
music teachers agreed on basic efkctive music teacher behaviors and product 
indicators being included in a music teacher evaluation tool, music educators were 
mixed in their opinions about music teacher assessment. Non-parametric procedures 
were deemed most ^propriate 6)r data analysis in this study due to: (a) The 
descrÿtive nature ofthe study, (b) Responses to most survey items were not normally 
distributed, and (c) Lack of certainty that all teachers interpreted survey items in a 
consistent manner. Cronbach's Alpha was calculated Ar survey item clusters to 
determine reliability (See Table 5). Chi Square was used to determine signlGcant 
difkrences between groiq)s. Some statisticians point out that the probability of Type I 
error becomes inflated \\iien multiple statistical procedures are carried out on the 
same data set. In such cases the Bonferroni adjustment is used resulting in a more 
stringent significance level However, not all researchers feel the Bonferroni 
ar^ustment is necessary. Pemeger (1998) believes that "BonArroni adjustments are, 
at best, unnecessary and, at worst, deleterious to sound statistical inArence" (p.
1236). For the purpose of this study statistical signihcance is reported unac^usted (p 
< .05) and with the BonArroni adjustment (p < .001) on all tables.
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Main Study Alpha Scores
Cluster Number Item Number Cronbach's Alpha
1 16, 20,26,31 .65




6 17, 27,28, 30 .67
7 4, 5, 6, 8 .73
8 15, 25, 32 .60
9 1 ,2 ,7 .66
10 33, 34, 35 .88
Demographic characteristics o f respondents were 6irly well distributed. The 
largest group of survey participants was high school choral teachers (40%) compared 
to mid-high choral teachers (2%) who had the lowest level o f participation. Class 3 A 
schools (26%) had the largest number o f dioral teachers involved in the study with 
1A (13%), 5A (12%) and 6A (11%) schools having the lowest level o f teacher 
participation. The largest group (38%) of choral teachers participating in the study 
was 41 to 50 years old with 21 to 30 years (31%) of teaching mqperience. The
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m^ority o f respondents were &male (75%). Most teachers (74%) were active 
members of the Oklahoma Music Educators Association. A small percentage of 
participants (26%) reported that their membership in OMEA was inactive. (See Table 
6-11 5)r demographics).
Grade Level Demographics tor Main Studv
Grades taught 6-8 7-9 9-10 11-12 9-12
Percentage 34% 17% 3% 6% 40%
Frequency 62 27 4 7 80
180
7
Aee Demographics &r Main Studv
Age 20-30 years 31 -40 years 41-50 years 51-60 years 61 phis
Percentage 12% 25% 38% 22% 3%
Frequency 22 45 68 40 7
180
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School Size Demographics 6)r Main Study















School Area Demoeranhics 6)r Main Studv













Teacher Experience Demo^g'aphics for Main Study
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# =  180
Responses to the items in the questionnaire revealed varying attitudes about 
elective secondary choral teacher behaviors suitable 6)r use in a choral educator 
evaluation tool (See Table 12 6)r descriptive statistics and Table 13 6)r a summary of 
responses to each hem.)
Descriptive Statistics 5)r Survey
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Item Mean Standard Deviation
1. Elicits performance 1222 .49
2. Models correct music techniques 1.08 .27
3. Integrates studait experimces 1.54 .57
4. Personal commitment 1J3 .51
5. Integrates student experiences 1.34 .47
6. Monitors student achievement 1.47 .52
7. Stays on task 1.33 .49
8. Enthusiasm for subject 1.14 .35
9. Frequent eye contact 1.22 .41
10. Uses gestures 1.69 .68
11. Uses facial expression 1.38 .52
12. Modulation of speaking intensity 1.54 .59
13. Written lesson plans 1.97 .94
14. Lesson objectives 2.80 1.31
15. Makes objectives known 2.42 .95
16. Opportunity to respond 1.80 .79
17. Positive feedback 1.38 .59
18. Encourages discussion 1.70 .57
19. Technology in classroom 2.03 .84
20. Uses kinesthetic teaching methods 1.81 .69
21. Elicits volunteer per&rmance 1.56 .55
22. Adjudicated events used for assessment 2.74 1.27
23. Performance at community events used for assessment 2.49 1.18
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24. Supportive classroom environment 1.44 .51
25. Fair grading 1.60 .70
26. Demonstrates concern 6* students 1.23 1.18
27. Works with othe Acuity 1.42 .55
28. Works in extra-curricular activities outside music 2.02 .83
29. Handles necessary interruptions in class 1.79 .76
30. Supports odier school based extracurricular activities 1.60 .62
31. Involves all students in lesson 1.53 .51
32. Written plan 6»̂  each class 2.18 1.14
33. Handles classroom discipline problems efficiently 1.40 .49
34. Generates student interest in subject 1.38 .51
35. Stimulates enthusiasm for subject 1.31 .4
/ / =  180
The values represent mean responses to items coded 1 (Strongly Agree), 2 (Agree), 3 
(Neutral), 4 (Disagree), and 5 (Strongly Disagree).
All secondary public school choral teachers participating in the study stated that 
they "Agree" or "Strongly Agree" that the Allowing statements should be included in 
an assessment tool Ar secondary choral educaArs:
Item 1 The music teacher elicits perArmance.
Item 2 The music teacher models correct music techniques.
Item 4 The music teacher demonstrates levels of personal commitment and 
willingness A spend additional time during and outside the school 
day.
Item 5 The music teacher provides Ar practice and applicat An of subject 
material.
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Item 6 The music teacher monitors student achievement.
Item 7 The music teacher stays on task.
Item 8 The music teacher demonstrates enthusiasm 6r the subject area.
Item 9 The music teacher uses Sequent eye contact.
Item 17 The music teacher uses positive feedback.
Item 26 The music teacher demonstrates concern 5)r students.
Item 27 The music teacher woiks with other Acuity members
Item 33 The music teacher handles classroom discipline efBciently.
Item 34 The music teacher generates student interest in the subject.
Item 35 The music teacher stimulates student enthusiasm for the subject.
In addition to the previous items, most teachers chose to "Agree" or "Strongly 
Agree" with using "integrates student e?q)eriences" (Item 3, 75%), "uses gestures" 
(Item 10, 80%), "uses Acial expressions" (Item 11, 98%) and "modulation of 
speaking intensity" (Item 12, 94%) on a secondary choral teacher evaluation took 
Other items receiving a majority o f "Strongly Agree" or "Agree" answers were 
"encourages discussion" (Item 18, 96%), "uses kinesthetic methods" (Item 20, 83%), 
"elicits volunteer performance" (Item 21,96%), "demonstrates concern Ar students" 
(Item 26, 97%), "works in extra-curricular activities outside the music department" 
(Item 28, 72%), "handles necessary interruptions in class" (Item 29, 86%), "supports 
school based extra-curricular activities outside music" (Item 30,90%) and "involves 
all students in the lesson" (Item 31, 99%). Many secondary public school choral 
teachers participating in this study remained neutral on "makes objectives known A  
class" (Item 15,44%) and "uses technology in the classroom" (Item 19, 33%).
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Lower ratings were reported for the Allowing items with a number of respondents 
indicating "Disagree" or "Strongly Disagree": "subject knowledge through written 
lesson plans" (Item 13,40%), "demonstrates acceptable written knowledge of the 
subject in lesson objectives" (Item 14,21%), "gives all students an opportunity to 
respond" (Item 16,12%), "adjudicated events used as assessment tool" (Item 23, 
56%), "perArmances at community events used as an assessment tool" (lAm 24, 
42%), and "daily written lesson plan Ar each subject" (Item 32,39%).
Summarv o f Responses to Survev: Frequemiies and Percentages
Item Strongly Agree/Agree Neutral Disagree/Strongly Disagree
I . Elicits performance 173 (96%) 7(4%) 00
2. Models correct musical
techniques 180 (100%) 00 00
3. Integrates student
experiences 176 (98%) 4(2%) 00
4. Personal commitment 180 (100%) 00 00
5. Provides for practice 180 (100%) 00 00
6. Monitors student
achievement 180 (100%) 00 00
7. Stay on task 178 (99%) 2(1%) 00
8. Enthusiasm for subject 180 (100%) 00 00
9. Frequent eye contact 180 (100%) 00 00
10. Uses gestures 157 (87%) 23 (13%) 00
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11. Uses &cial expressicm 176 (98%) 4(2%) 00
12. Modulation of speaking
intensity 171 (95%) 9(5%) 00
13. Written lesson plans 135 (75%) 18 (12%) 26 (14%)
14. Lesson objectives 143 (79%) 29 (16%) 8' (5%)
15. Makes objectives known 84 (48%) 77 (44%) 11(8%)
16. Opportunity to respond 158 (88%) 15 (8%) 7(4%)
17. Positive feedback 173 (96%) 7(4%) 00
18. Encourages discussion 173 (96%) 6(3%) 1(1%)
19. Technology in classroom 119(66%) 60(33%) 1(1%)
20. Kinesthetic methods 149 (83%) 31 (17%) 00
21. Elicits volunteer
performance 175 (97%) 5(3%) 00
22. Adjudicated events used
as assessment tool 79 (44%) 36 (20%) 65 (36%)
23. Performance at
community events used as
assessment tool 104 (58%) 31(17%) 45 (25%)
24. Supportive classroom
environment 178 (99%) 2(1%) 00
25. Fair grading 171 (95%) 5(3%) 4(2%)
26. Demonstrates concern
6)r students 180 (100%) 00 00
27. Wmks with other Acuity 175 (97%) 5(3%) 00
28. Works in extra-curricular
activities outside music 130 (72%) 40 (22%) 10 (6%)
29. Handles necessary
intemq)tioas in class 160 (86%) 11(9%) 9(5%)
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30. Supports school based 
extra-curricular activities
outside music 162 (90%)
31. Involves all students
in lesson 178 (99%)
32. Written plan 6 r  each
class 126 (70%)
33. Handles classroom 
discipline (mAlems
efGciently 180 (100%)
34. Generates student interest
in subject 178 (99%)
35. Stimulates enthusiasm for











7 /=  180
Items on the survey were ranked according to means. The item receiving the 
highest level of teacher agreement was Item 2 "models correct musical techniques" in 
cong)arison to Item 14 "written lesson objectives" Wiich received the lowest level of 
participant agreement. The Allowing tables show the 10 items with the highest 
participant agreement level and the 10 items with the lowest participant agreanent 
level (See Tables 14 and 15.)
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Ranked Mean Scores 6 r  Items with Highest T,evels of Participant Agreement
Item Mean
2. Models correct musical techniques 1.08
8. Enthusiasm &r subject 1.14
9. Uses frequent eye contact 1.22
1. Elicits perfrmmance 1.22
26. Demonstrates concern for students 1.23
35. Stimulates student enthusiasm 1.31
4. Personal commitment 1.33
7. Demonstrates ability to stay on task 1.33
5. Provides for practice and application 1.34
11. Uses facial expressions 1.38
17. Demonstrates positive feedback 1.38
34. Generates student interest 1.38
# = 180
Of the 10 items receiving lowest participant agreement. Item 14 "demonstrates 
acceptable written knowledge of the subject in lesson objectives" produced a high 
mean score showing a m^ority of teachers had difkring opinions on this item.
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Ranked Mean Scores Air Ttems with Lowest Levels o f Participant Agreement
Item Mean
14. Written lesstm objectives 2.80
22. Performance at adjudicated evœts as evaluation 2.74
23. PerArmance at community events used as assessment 2.49
15. Makes objectives known to studmts 2.42
32. Written plan Ar each class po îod 2.18
19. Uses technology in the classroom 2.03
28. Willingness to work in extra-curricular activities 2.02
13. Written lesson plans 1.97
20. Uses kinesthetic methods 1.81
N =  180
Research Questions
jZ&ygwcA (gMgjfzoM 7." What are important instructional behaviors that secondary 
public school choral music teachers in the state o f Oklahoma believe should be 
included in a secondary choral music teacher assessment tool?
A summary o f responses to the 35 items on the survey is given in Table 12. 
Survey results indicated that the m^ority of secondary public school choral teachers 
chose to "Agree" or "Strongly Agree" on 29 of the 35 items indicating some 
dif&rences in participant commitment to the items. Of particular interest is that 100 
percent of participants believed music teachers should be evaluated on modeling
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correct musical techniques, providing û)r practice and application, monitoring student 
achievement, hrequent eye contact, handling discipline efSciently and demonstrating 
and generating enthusiasm and interest 6r the subject. These results are similar to 
educational research by AUeman (1993), Baker (1982), Brand (1985) and Yarbrough 
(1975) who 6und classroom management, 6ir discipline, good musicianship 
(particularly in error diagnosis and vocal modeling), eye contact, gestures and 6cial 
e^qiressions are ah important efkctive music teacher behaviors. Forty-three percent of 
secondary choral teachers chose to remain neutral on making lesson objectives known 
to students (Item 15) while 33 percent o f participants remained neutral on using 
technology in the classroom (Item 19). In contrast, 36 percent of teachers indicated 
that ratings at ar^udicated events should not be used as part of a teacher assessment 
tool (Item 22). Forty-nine percent of participants chose to "Disagree" or "Strongly 
Disagree" with having written lesson plans included on a secondary choral teacher 
assessment instrument (Item 13).
TfesewcA gweffzon 2. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between secondary public school choral music teachers based on years of 
e]q)erience?
Eighty percent of participants in all levels o f experience selected "Agree" or 
"Strongly Agree" on 26 o f the 35 items. Pearson Chi Square statistics revealed 
significant difkrences between teachers with difkrent levels o f experience (p < .05) 
&)r items 11,17,21,24, and 27. (See Table 16 6)r signi&cant Chi Square difkrences 
and Table 17 6 r  participation percentages.)
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Sipnificant Chi Square Statistics 6*r Levels of Experience
Survey Item Chi Square Value df SigniScance
11. Variations in 6cial expression 26.32 8 .001*
17. Demonstrates positive &edback 26.18 8 .001*
21. Elicits volunteer performance 23.04 8 .003
24. Supportive environment 22.27 8 .004
27. Work outside program 23.58 8 .003
*Bon&rroni ai^ustment (p < .001)
Table 17
Teacher Experience Levels of Agreement
1-5 Years Experience (N -  38) 6-10 Years Experience W  = 27) 11-20 Years Experience (n = 56)
Item SA A N D SD SA A N D SD SA A N D SD
11 61% 39% 0 0 0 65% 30% 5% 0 0 70% 24% 6% 0 0
17 64% 36% 0 0 0 61% 39% 0 0 0 70% 25% 5% 0 0
21 50% 0 49% 1% 0 84% 8% 8% 0 0 59% 40% 0 0 1%
24 34% 25% 26% 15% 0 36% 30% 7% 20% 7% 14% 19% 17% 33% 17%




Teacher Experience Levels of Agreement (continued)
21-30 Years Experience W = 491 31 Years or More Experience (N = 1J)
Item SA A N D SD SA A N D SD
11 55% 44% 1% 0 0 61% 39% 0 0 0
17 67% 29% 0 4% 0 35% 65% 0 0 0
21 56% 36% 8% 0 0 54% 46% 0 0 0
24 15% 19% 28% 37% 1% 35% 65% 0 0 0
27 43% 46% 7% 4% ' 0 38% 62% 0 0 0
4̂
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gweAïio» 5; Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between teachers in rural and urban school districts?
With the exception of Item 1, "elicits perArmance" and Item 13, "demonstrates 
subject knowledge through written lesson plans," ninety percent of survey 
participants hom various areas in the state ranging 6om urban to inner city chose to 
"Agree" or "Strongly Agree" on the items. Pearson Chi Square statistics were 
calculated Ar Items 1 — 35, revealir^ signiGcant difkrences between teachers living 
in various areas o f the state on Items 1 and 13. While most teachers reacted 
positively to Item 1 "elicits perArmance" a large number of participants Aom rural 
areas were not as committed selecting "Agree" or "Neutral" responses (20%). 
Teachers Aom inner city, urban and rural/urban schools e^qnessed higher levels of 
agreement with Item 13 "demonstrates subject knowledge through written lesson 
plans." Table 18 summarizes these Andings. No signiGcant difkrences were Aund 
on any of the remaining items.
Significant Chi Square Statistics for Teacher Location
Survey item number Chi Square Value df SigniAcance
1 15.90 8 .044
13 22.23 8 .004
*Bonkrroni a<^ustment (p < .001)
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Ig there a difference of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between secondary public school choral music teachers teaching at the 
Allowing levels?
Mid-High School Choral Teachers: 9*̂  grade — lO'̂  grade 
Senior High School Choral Teachers: 11  ̂grade -  12  ̂grade 
Middle School Choral Teachers: 6^ grade -  8  ̂grade 
Junior High School Choral Teachers: 7* grade -  9^ grade 
High School Choral Teachers: 9^ grade -  12* grade
Participants were asked A indicate what type o f school they taught in: Level 
1, High School (9-12* grades), Level 2, Mid-High School (9-10* grades). Level 3,
Sr. High School (11-12* grades) Level 4, Junior High School (7-9* grades) and Level 
5, Middle School (6-8* grades). Pearson Chi Square statistics were calculated Ar 
Items 1 — 35, revealing hve items with signiGcant difkrences between teachers who 
taught m different school levels. Table 19 summarizes these Gndings. Because the 
participation level was low Ar senior high school choral teachers (n =7) and mid- 
high school choral teachers (n = 4) these results are inconclusive.
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Significant Chi Square Statistics &)r School Level
Survey item number Chi Square Value df SigniGcance
23 33.70 16 .006
27 24.26 8 .002
28 26.53 12 .009
29 34.04 12 .001*
30 25.51 8 .001*
32 33.11 16 .007
*.001 Bon&rroni adjustment (p < .001)
With the exception of Item 30 teachers, regardless of teaching level, generally 
supported the items. SigniGcant diSerences were found between levels of agreement 
on Item 23 '^perArmance at community events," Item 27 "works with other Acuity," 
Item 28 "works in extracurricular activities," Item 29 "handles necessary 
interrupGons in class," and Item 31 "involves all students in lesson" with a m ^rity 
of teachers still agreeing with the item. Although signiGcant difkrences were Aund, 
these difkrences were not o f practical value as they occurred between levels of 
agreement.
With the excepGon of mid-high school teachers (75%), a m ^rity of teachers 
eigressed support Ar Item 30 "supports other school based extracurricular activities."
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The kern produced a number o f "neutral" ratings between middle school (29%), high 
school (23%), and junior high school teachers (19%). Senior high school teachers 
split evenly on Item 30. A smaller number of middle school, high school and junior 
high school teachers choose to "disagree" with the item. Table 20 shows 
participation percentages 6)r school levels.
20
Levels of Agreement for Grades Taught
Middle School W  = 621 Junior Hieh School (N = 27) HlRh School (N = 80)
Item SA ' A N D SD SA A N D SD SA A N D SD
23 45% 50% 5% 0 0 55% 40% 5% 0 0 43% 53% 4% 0 0
27 49% 45% 6% 0 0 44% 51% 5% 0 0 50% 43% 7% 0 0
28 74% 26% 0 0 0 91% 9% 0 0 0 70% 30% 0 0 0
29 57% 38% 5% 0 0 59% 41% 0 0 0 60% 35% 5% 0 0
30 28% 43% 29% 0 0 32% 49% 19% 0 0 30% 38% 23% 5% 4%
31 38% 52% 10% 0 0 62% 29% 9% 0 0 46% 45% 9% 0 0
\o
ra6/e 20
Levels of Agreement for Grades Taught f continued)
Mid-Hi eh School (N =i ) Senior Hieh School (N = 7)
Item SA A N D SD Item SA A N D SD
23 25% 75% 0 0 0 23 34% 66% 0 0 , 0
27 25% 50% 25% 0 0 27 50% 50% 0 0 0
28 75% 25% 0 0 0 28 100% 0 0 0 0
29 75% 25% 0 0 0 29 87% 0 13% 0 0
30 25% 75% 0 0 0 30 50% 50% 0 0 0
31 75% 25% 0 0 0 31 62% 38% 0 0 0
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J. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between secondary public school choral music teachers 6om small schools 
and music teachers 6om large schools?
As discussed in Chapter IE, teachers were asked to indicate their school 
classification based on size of school with class 6A schools being the 32 largest 
schools in the state down to the smallest schools, class 1 A. Teachers in all classes 
selected "Agree" or "Strongly Agree" on 28 of the items. While a majority of 
teachers agreed with the items there were signiGcant dlGerences in their levels of 
commitment. An examination of the Pearson Chi Square statistics G)r these variables 
and responses to items 1 - 3 5  revealed two signiGcant difkrences, but none of these 
difkrences were great enough to be signiGcant with the Bonkrroni adjustment 
applied. The signiGcant difkrences found on items eight and nine were not 
meaningful on a practical level in that these difkrences occurred between "Agree" 
and "Strongly Agree" answers.
A m^ority (90%) of teachers "Strongly Agreed" or "Agreed" with 32 of the 
items. Items showing signiGcant difkrences were Item 8 "demonstrates enthusiasm 
Ê»r subject area" and Item 9 "uses Gequent eye contact." No signiGcant difkrences 
were kund on any other items. (See Table 21 for Chi Square statistics and Table 22 
kr levels o f agreement.)
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Significant Chi Square Statistics 5)r School Class
Survey item number Chi Square Value df SigniGcance
8 18.25 5 .003
9 15.32 5 .009
*Bon6rroni adjustment (p < .001)
Levels of Agreement by Class Size
Class 1 A W -2 3 I Class 2A (N = 43) Class 3A (N  = 261 Class 4A (N = 29) Class 5A (N = 22) Class 6A (N  =  30)
Item SA A N SA A N SA A N SA A N SA A N SA A N
8 76% 24% 0 85% 15% 0 95% 5% 0 83% 17% 0 85% 15% 0 80% 20% 0
9 84% 16% 0 67% 33% 0 86% 14% 0 86% 14% 0 73% 27% 0 78% 22% 0
2
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gw&yfio» 6. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between secondary public school choral music teachers of varying ages?
Eighty percent of teachers with varying age levels selected "Agree" or "Strongly 
Agree" on 28 of the items. Only two items showed significant difkrences between 
teachers of difkrent age levels (see Table 23). Item 6 "the music teacher monitors 
students' achievement" had a m ^rity (98%) of respondents "Strongly Agreeing" or 
"Agreeing" with the item. However, more teachers in the 31 -  40 year old level 
(55%) and 61 and older level (70%) selected "Agree" rather than "Strongly Agree." 
Younger teachers 20 -  30 years old selected '^Strongly Agree" (65%). Forty-6)ur 
percent of 41 -  50 year old teachers and 34 percent of 51 —60 year old teachers 
"Agreed" with the item.
Teachers in the 61 years old and over level "Strongly Agreed" (100%) with Item 
8 "demonstrate enthusiasm 6)r sul^ect area." Eighty percent o f20 — 30 year old 
teachers, 86 percent of 31 to 40 year old teachers and 80 percent of 41 to 50 year old 
teachers "Agreed" that the statement should be included in a secondary choral teacher 
assessment instrument.
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Significant Chi Square Statistics Ar A^e Level
Survey item number Chi Square Value df SigniGcance
6 27.73 8 .001*
8 16.07 4 .003
*Bon6rroni adjustment (p < .001).
/(esgwcA gwejfion 7. Is there a difference of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between male and Amale secondary public school choral music teachers?
Ninety percent o f both male and 6male secondary choral teachers selected 
"Agree" or "Strongly Agree" on 31 of the survey items. Pearson Chi Square statistics 
were calculated 6)r Items 1 — 35. Eleven of the 35 items showed a signiGcant 
difkrence (p < .05) between male and female music teachers' responses. (See Table 
24 &)r Chi Square di%rences and Table 25 G)r levels o f agreement.) However, none 
of these difkrences were great enough to be signiGcant with the Bonkrroni 
af^ustment applied. Once again, item signiGcance was 6)und between levels of 
agreement.
6 6
Significant Chi Square Statistics 6r  Gender
Item Number Chi Square Value df SigniÊcance
2 12.58 2 .002
3 11.24 4 .024
8 10.23 2 .006
10 9.71 4 .046
12 11.29 4 .023
13 16.97 8 .030
16 17.63 6 .007
19 18.23 6 .006
20 15.25 4 .004
22 16.57 8 .035
33 16.96 4 .002
"Bon&rroni adjustment (p < .001).
Apreement Percentages 5)r Male and Female Survey Respondents
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Females: » = 135 Males: n = 45
Item SA A N D SD Item SA A N  D SD
2 89% 11% 2 99% 1%
3 53% 43% 4% 3 37% 57% 6%
8 82% 18% 8 94% 6%
10 40% 46% 14% 10 49% 41% 10%
12 48% 46% 6% 12 57% 43%
13 36% 41% 16% 7% 13 42% 28% 17% 13%
16 41% 46% 7% 6% 16 26% 54% 8% 12%
19 29% 36% 34% 1% 19 46% 24% 30%
20 29% 37% 28% 6% 20 42% 37% 17% 4%
22 37% 44% 19% 22 31% 61% 8%
33 49% 50% 1% 33 44% 56%
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A larger percentage of male teachers selected "Strongly Agree" on the Allowing 
items; perArmance events used Ar evaluation, handling discipline Airly, modeling 
correct behavior, giving all students an opportunity A respond, using kinesthetic
6 8
teaching methods and using technology in the classroom. In contrast, a larger 
percentage of 6male teachers selected "Strongly Agree" on "integrates student 
experiences," "creates enthusiasm Ar subject" and "written lesson plans Ar each 
class."
In summary, a najority of secondary public school choral teachers chose A 
"Agree" or "Strongly Agree" with 31 o f the 35 items on the survey. The Aur items 
that had less than a 75 percent agreement level were Item 15 (48%) "makes objectives 
known m writing," Item 22 (44%) "adjudicated events used Ar teacher evaluation," 
Item 23 (58%) "perArmance at community events used Ar teacher evaluatAn" and 
Item 32 (70%) "written plan Ar each class." Of these Aur items. Item 15 "makes 
objectives known in writing" had a large percentage of neutral responses (44%) while 
Item 22 "perArmance at adjudicated events used Ar teacher evaluation" produced a 
larger percentage (36%) of'Tlisagree" or "Strongly Disagree" responses. While 
demographic response was generally good, the lack of participation in the Mid-high 
school level and Senior high school level yields mconchisive results. Mid-high and 
Senior high school designations are usually Aund in very large school districts.
There were very Aw teachers participating m the survey that had 31 or more years of 




The puqx)se of this study was to survey secondary public school choral teachers 
to ascertain their opinions about important music teacher behaviors that should be 
included on a music teacher assessment tool A survey was constructed using 
behaviors drawn 6om a review of the music teacher eSectiveness literature. The 
survey was piloted and final adjustments were made. The survey was mailed to 
secondary public school choral teachers listed on the membership rolls of the 
Oklahoma Music Educators Association.
Research Questions
jResewcA {gwestzoM /. What are ingx)rtant instructional behaviors that secondary 
public school choral music teachers in the state o f Oklahoma believe should be 
included in a secondary choral music teacher assessment tool?
Responses to 32 out of 35 survey statements produced high levels o f agreement 
among secondary public school choral teachers in Oklahoma. Although survey 
participants represented demographically diverse areas of the state, varying age and 
experience levels and diSerent teaching situations they consistently indicated high 
levels o f agreement Ibr items directly related to teacher interaction with students in 
the classroom. These results are supported by research from the educational 
community that &)und teacher success was directly related to personal delivery style, 
sutject knowledge, accuracy of academic content and classroom management 
(Berliner, 1986; Brand, 1985; Elliott, 1995; Smith, 1985; Yarbrough, 1975).
While research supports the idea that teachers should be evaluated on several 
difkrent criteria (Brophy & Alleman, 1993; Merrion & Larsen, 1986) some survey
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respondents reported low interest in items not directly related to the regular daily 
activities o f music instruction, such as: ratings at adjudicated and community 
per6rmances used as teacher assessment criteria, written lesson objectives, use of 
technology in the classroom and willingness to wort in extra-curricular activities. 
Results of this study may indicate that choral music teachers place greater value upon 
interacting with students rather than administrative duties.
A majority of teachers (75%) agreed that "written lesson plans to assess subject 
knowledge" (Item 13) was a valid item &r a choral teacher evaluation tool This 
supports educational research by Tracy and McNaughton (1993) that shows many 
school districts and administrators believe written lesson plans are important in 
teacher evaluation as they help minimize personal bias and subjectivity. However, in 
contrast, 44% of teachers remained neutral on Item 15 "makes objectives known to 
students in writing." This is in contrast to Tracy and McNaughton's (1993) 
conclusion that suggests that written lesson plans including objectives are important 
in evaluating teacher writing conq)etency and lesson pacing. Since music teachers do 
agree that lesson planning is inqxutant perhaps the style of the lesson plan needs 
af̂ ustment.
Most teachers (88%) agreed with Item 16 "gives all students an opportunity to 
respond" with some less experienced younger teachers remaining neutral or 
disagreeing with the item The high agreement level 6)r this item supports research 
done by Merrion (1989) that suggests maintaining a high level of student participation 
and using dif&rent instructional Armats are important music teacher behaviors.
Many choral teachers diligently work to he^ their students understand the style of
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music they are singing. This could include classroom discussions on style 
characteristics with students using this knowledge by performing in small ensembles 
6)r the class. Perhaps less e)q)erienced teachers were not thinking of this item in a 
musical context wbere students could respond by singing.
jkfgwcA Qzfeatzo» 2; Is there a diGerence of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between secondary public school choral music teachers based on years of 
experience?
There was little diGkrence of opinion on instructional behaviors between 
secondary public school choral music teachers based on years of experience. Most 
teachers expressed high levels o f agreement with 30 of the 35 survey items. Out of 
the Gve items with signiGcant difkrences three were significant because of 
difkrences between levels of agreement. While a high percentage of teachers (88%) 
"Agreed" that Item 16 "giving all students a chance to respond in class" was an 
important construct and should be used on a choral teacher evaluation tool, more 
experienced teachers e:;qiressed higher levels o f agreement than less e^qterienced 
teachers. This high level of agreement supports research by Erbes (1983) suggesting 
music teachers establish a good classroom climate by incorporating student ideas and 
promoting student interaction. It is likely that more experienced teachers would 
generally 6 e l more comkrtable letting students initiate and lead discussions on the 
music they are studying. Relinquishing some of this "control" could be more difScult 
6)r less experienced teachers.
Teachers of varying levels o f teaching experience generally "Agreed" that 
per6)rmances at community events (Item 23) could be used as an efkctive music
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teacher behavior on a choral teacher assessment tool Teachers understand the need 
to make their programs visible in their communities. A community support program 
can be valuable in generating hinds and su^^lies for educational items not included in 
a school budget. Community per&rmances also give an evaluator a chance to 
observe a music teacher in a diGkrent setting. However, it was of interest that more 
experienced teachers disliked the item and less eigierienced teachers tended to remain 
neutraL Less eiqierienced teachers may be anxious to establish themselves and their 
programs in their communities.
A m^ority (98%) of teachers chose to "Agree" that Item 11 "uses 6cial 
expression" was an important behavior and should be used on a music teacher 
assessment Arm. However, while teachers generally agreed, signiGcant diGArences 
between levels o f agreement were Aund with more experienced teachers selecting 
"Strongly Agree" and less experienced teachers choosing to "Agree" with the items. 
The higher levels o f agreement observed Ar more experienced teachers is likely 
related to higher conGdence levels. This high level of agreement supports Brand's 
(1985) and McCoy's (1985) research outlining the eGective music teacher as 
someone who uses nonverbal behaviors such as eye contact, Acial e^qiressions and 
gestures. More experienced teachers would be more relaxed m Gont of a class than 
those with less e^qierience possibly making it easier A use non verbal gestures.
A large percentage (96%) of survey participants supported Item 17 "demonstrates 
positive feedback." Teachers with less e)q)erience expressed higher levels o f 
%reement than more e^q)erienced teachers. Educational research (Erbes, 1983) 
consistently supports the use of positive Aedback in classroom situations. While
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teachers should be careful not to use unnecessary praise, receiving praise vdien it is 
warranted is an efkctive teaching tool and can encourage student success and self 
motivation. Perh^s the small groups of more e)q)erienced teachers with lower 
agreement levels are more structured in their delivery or have taught to a point where 
they have lost some of their flexibility and enthusiasm. These results could also 
possibly reflect changes in teacher training with younger teachers more likely to be 
products o f programs that engihasized positive kedback. However, this high level of 
agreement across aU levels of experience sipports the research conducted by Erbes 
(1983) that suggests music teachers should establish a good classroom climate by 
using and incorporating approval efkctively.
gwestion 3. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between teachers in rural and urban districts?
There was little disagreement on the survey items between secondary choral 
teachers kom difkrent areas of the state. Regardless of location, a nuyority of 
teachers agreed with 33 of the 35 items suggesting music teachers in Oklahoma view 
these items as important efkctive secondary choral teacher behaviors. This high 
level of agreement supports research by Berliner (1986) that supports teachers should 
be evaluated on several difkrent criteria. Teachers, like students, do not always "fit" 
in specific molds. More evaluation criteria allows kr a kirer assessment tool 
providing a more positive evaluation e?q)erience. Generally teachers "Agreed" that 
using kequent modulation o f speaking intensity was an efkctive music teacher 
behavior that could be included in a secondary choral teacher assessment took This 
high level of agreement supports the literature in both general education and music
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education which maintains the importance of using dit&rent inflections while 
teaching (Brand, 1985; Yarbrough, 1975). Porhaps music teachers are comfortable in 
their delivery style and hesitant to change. Possibly choral teachers believe voice 
modulation and speaking intaisity have no real eSect on their lessons. Because 
research has Aund modulation of speaking intensity important, perhaps video taping 
a rehearsal could be usefiil in helping choral teachers determine if they use 
modulation of voice and speaking intensity when they teach.
Location had little eSect on teachers' opinions on subject knowledge assessed 
through written lesson plans with a m^ority (75%) of teachers choosing to "Agree" 
or "Strongly Agree" with the item. This supports research by Tracy and McNaughton 
(1993) that written lesson plans are viewed as an important part of teacher evaluation 
by administrators and school districts. Music teachers cannot e^gect administrators to 
understand every musical nuance in class without some kmd of written guide. Many 
administrators have little musical background and using lesson plans as criteria Ar 
evaluation could decrease personal bias. In contrast, a small group of rural teachers 
expressed disagreement with the item. Perhaps, depending on the size of the rural 
location, music teachers teach other sulgects such as English or HisAry along with 
maintaining their choral programs. Possibly choral teachers travel between difkrent 
schools teaching various grade levels. All these AcArs would contnbute A less time 
Ar detailed lesson plans. Since written lesson plans is a ciiterAn Aund on many 
teacher evaluation Arms more research needs A be done in this area.
A large percentage (78%) of teachers regardless o f location agreed with Item 28
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"supports extracurricular activities outside the music department.'' In order to 
communicate well with students, teachers should be aware of what is going on in 
other departments and extracurricular activities in their schools and districts.
Working in extracurricular activities increases teacher and department visibility and 
could be used as a recruiting tool It was of interest that urban teachers were not as 
supportive of the item. Perh^s large urban schools with large Acuities promote 
isolation by sheer size. In large urban areas there are so many school activities going 
on that most teachers do not have the time to be as supportive of extra-curricular 
programs as they would like.
gwefrro» Is there a dif&rence of opinion on important instructional
behaviors between secondary public school choral music teachers teaching at the 
Allowing levels?
Mid-High School Choral Teachers: 9* grade — 10*̂  grade 
Senior High School Choral Teachers: 11  ̂—12* grade 
Middle School Choral Teachers: 6* grade -  8* grade 
Junior High School Choral Teachers: 7* -  9* grade 
High School Choral Teacha-s: 9* -  12* grade
There was little difkrence of opinion on important instructional behaviors 
between teachers of various grade levels. The mgyority of teachers Wx) participated in 
the study believed the behaviors on the survey were valid items and should be used 
on a secondary choral teacher evaluation tool Signihcant difkrences arose between 
levels of commitment with some teachers demonstrating a higher level of agreement 
than others.
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High school, mid-high, and middle school teachers expressed higher levels of 
agreement with Item 23 "perArmance at community events should be used as 
evaluation criteria" than senior high and junior high school teachers. Gmerally music 
teachers realize perArming at community events could possibly re^  rewards Ar their 
programs such as publicity, positive Aedback and singing experience. Teachers who 
perArm at community events create a positive bond between their programs and the 
community. This could possibly provide Aiancial security m times of district budget 
cuts. PerArming at community events also gives students a chance to participate m 
community service projects. The lower levels o f agreement could possibly be a result 
of the lower number of junior high (27%) and senior high (4%) school teachers that 
participated in the study. Many school districts m the state o f Oklahoma have gone 
Aom the traditional junior high school A middle schools possAly explaining the low 
number of junior high school music teacher responses.
Most teachers (96%) expressed higher levels o f commitment on Item 27 “the 
music teacher demonstrates a willingness to work with other Acuity outside the music 
program." A signiGcant difArence was Aund between levels o f agreement with 
some teachers more committed A the item than others. Many teachers realize the 
inertance of working with other teachers on a staff It is important to show support 
of other Acuity members by helping with other projects when possible. Working 
A^ether with other staff members also increases a teachers' visibility and enhances 
choral program recruitment.
Teachers generally agreed with Item 29 "handles necessary interrupGons in class" 
with junior high and senior high participants having the highest Avels of agreement.
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Middle school (62%) and high school (51%) teachers were less supportive in their 
response only "agreeing" with the item causing a significant difkrence between 
levels of agreement. The overall positive kedback on this item supports Brand's 
(1985) research that efkctive music teachers manage their classrooms welL Both 
middle school and high school choral teachers have to participate in many programs 
and music contests during the school year. Intemçtions in rehearsals can be very 
trying with music teachers losing student attention and valuable time. To minimize 
interruptions perhaps choral teachers could place a "Do Not Disturb, Rehearsal in 
Progress" sign on their door and post items like attendance outside their door. 
Intemqrtions by the intercom can be very kustratmg during a rehearsal as many times 
students' loose kcus and start talking.
A majority o f teachers (90%), regardless o f teaching position, mqrressed levels of 
agreement with Item 30 "the music teacher supports school based extra-curricular 
activities outside the music program.” It is not surprising that music teachers realize 
the importance of supporting extracurricular activities outside their own programs. 
Showing interest m other activities outside the music program makes a music teacher 
visible to a group o f students who may not be particqrating in chorus. It also provides 
a good example to students that it is inqwrtant to be a well-rounded person with lots 
o f difkrent interests. A significant difkrence was kund between levels o f agreement 
with mid-high (75%), senior high (62%), junior high (62%) and middle school 
participants (52%) eq)ressing higher levels o f agreement with the item than high 
school teachers. Perhaps high school teachers are more involved with after school
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rehearsals, per&rmances, and And raisers limiting their time to he^ with extra­
curricular activities outside their programs.
A high percentage (70%) of teachers, regardless of teaching level, agreed with 
Item 32 "the music teacher has a written plan Ar each class period" with a greater 
number of high school (60%), senior high (78%), junior high (81%) and middle 
school (66%) participants choosing higher levels of agreement than mid-high teachers 
(25%). Once again, the significant difkrence occurred between levels o f agreement 
with some teachers demonstrating a higher level of commitment than others. This 
overall high level o f agreement supports educational research by Tracy and 
McNaughton (1993) that shows many school districts and administrators believe 
written lesson plans are important in teacher evaluation as they help minimi/e 
personal bias and subjectivity. These data may not accurately reflect this item as there 
was such a small number of junior high (» = 27), senior high (n = 7), and mid-high (n 
= 4) teachers participating in the survey.
TZefgwcA {gweftroM 5. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional 
behaviors between secondary public school choral music teachers from small schools 
and music teachers kom large schools?
While most teachers, regardless of school size, felt a m ^rity of the items could 
be used on a secondary choral teacher assessment tool there were some interesting 
difkrences of opinion between teachers of various school class sizes. Teachers in 
1 A, 4A and 6A schools kit giving all students an opportunity to respond was an 
important behavior and should be used in a secondary choral teacher evaluation tool 
This high level o f agreement is consistent with Merrion's (1989) research which
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concluded that maintaining a high level o f student participation is an important music 
teacher behavior. Teachers in 2A and 3A schools were divided between "Agree" and 
"Disagree."
With the exception of class 4 A teachers, the remaining teachers all Alt ratings at 
adjudicated events should not be used in music teacher evaluations. Class 4A 
teachers all "Agreed" that ratings at adjudicated events were important indicators of 
efkctive music teacher behavior. This is interesting because these same 4A teachers 
Alt perArmances at community events should not be used as a music teacher 
assessment item. Many 4A schools in the state of Oklahoma All into the inner-city 
category. Perhaps inner city districts view contests as important and help with 
transportation and music oq)enses making it easier A perArm at adjudicated events. 
Evaluators need to take perArmance at adjudicated events m context. Some years 
programs are unbalanced due to enrollment while other years other activities may 
encroach upon contest preparation. However, a program that consistently receives 
poor ratings could possibly warrant a closer look by an admmistraAr. Contests do 
provide an opportunity for choirs to be measured against other choirs using a set 
perArmance standard.
Teachers m smaller schools viewed "siqrporting and working m extra-curricular 
activities other than music" as an important behavior that should be included on a 
music teacher assessment tooL Smaller schools m smaller communities have a more 
de&ned "sense of community" where school activities are viewed as important social 
events Ar the area. Possibly teachers who teach m large urban districts may be m 
areas that are unsaA and are a&aid A be there a&er hours. Perhaps teachers AAho have
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large choral programs are busy with many events of their own and simply do not have 
the time or energy to commit to other areas. More research is needed to e]q)lore fully 
the relationship between music teachers who work in extracurricular activities and the 
efkct this has on their choral programs.
A m^ority of teachers regardless of school size agreed with Item 13 
"demonstrates acceptable written knowledge of the subject in written lesson plans." 
This supports educational research (Tracy & McNaughton, 1993) that shows many 
administrators and school districts believe written lesson plans are important in 
teacher evaluation. On^ teachers in the largest schools disagreed with the item 
Perhaps teachers in larger schools have many difkrent classes that require individual 
preps such as Women's Chorus, Men's Chorus, Mixed Chorus, Advanced Chorus, 
Music Theory, General Music and Show Choir. Detailed lesson plans f)r each class 
could be very time consuming whereas smaller schools could possibly have difGcuky 
maintaining a larger variety of courses due to smaller enrollment numbers.
KgfgwcA d. Is there a difkrence of opinion on important instructional
behaviors between secondary public school choral music teachers of varying ages?
While most secondary choral teachers of various ages "Agreed" or "Strongly 
Agreed" with the m^ority o f behaviors represented by the survey there was a 
significant difkrence in opinion between teachers of various age levels on using 
gestures as an efkctive choral teacher behavior. Many teachers in the 50 to 60 year 
old level chose to remain neutral while teachers in the 31 to 40 year old category 
expressed higher levels o f agreement that gestures other than conducting gestures are 
an efkctive music teacher behavior and should be used on a choral teacher
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assessment tool This high level o f agreement siqiports research done on nonverbal 
teacher behaviors (Curtis, 1986; Grant & DraAll, 1991; Grechesky, 1985; Grumm, 
1992; McCoy, 1985; Watkins, 1986) in that teachers who had highly rated teaching 
episodes had corresponding high scores in nonverbal eq)ression. Teachers in the 31 
— 40 year old category could possibly have been in college when research on efkctive 
teacher behaviors was being conducted and taught. Perhaps they would have a 
greater awareness of using gestures other than conducting gestures 5)r efkctive 
teaching.
A m ^rity (55%) of teachers regardless of age supported Item 19 "uses 
technology in the classroom." Technology is quickly becoming a tool o f the 
"educational trade" by bringing internet access to classrooms aU over the world. 
Choirs can be a part of prokssional rehearsals in difkrent cities and observe various 
music programs of interest 6om opera to rock music. Interestingly, younger teachers 
chose to remain neutral on using technology in the classroom while older teachers 
had mixed opinions on the item with responses ranging horn "Agree" to "Neutral" 
Perhaps technology in the classroom, other than electronic keyboards, is still viewed 
as slightly prohibitive to music teachers. Getting students to computer labs to utilize 
music technology programs can be difGcuk to schedule. Perhaps choral teachers are 
unwilling to give up rehearsal time &r conq)uter use. Conçuter programs can also be 
eqiensive, and music writing programs can be complicated with students sometimes 
knowing more about the program than the teacher. Perh^ some teachers simply do 
not want coiq)uters in their rooms because it would require more time and efkrt.
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Generally, regardless of demographics, teachers ê qrressed high levels of 
z^reement with Item 28 "works in extracurricular activities." As stated previously, 
most music teachers realize that making themselves and their programs visible is 
beneGcial A small group of teachers in the 31 -  40 year old category remained 
neutral on the item. This neutral response could relate to teachers in this age class 
starting and or raising Amilies during these years or returning to school 6r a higher 
degree. A m ^rity o f teachers of varying ages "Agreed" that written lesson plans to 
assess subject knowledge was an important music teacher evaluation behavior. This 
supports educational research by Tracy and McNaughton (1993) that written lesson 
plans are viewed as an important teacher evaluation tool Among 41 to 50 year old 
participants there was a small amount of "Neutral" and "Disagree" responses. The 
data Êom this study may support the idea that secondary public school choral 
teachers pre6r activities that interact with their students as opposed to 
"housekeeping" activities.
gwgf/jo» ÆwWwr 7." Is there a difkrence of opinion on important 
instructional behaviors between male and kmale secondary pubhc school choral 
music teachers?
There was little difkrence of opinion on efkctive instructional behaviors between 
male and kmale secondary public school choral teachers. A large majority of 
participants believed the items on the survey should be used on a secondary choral 
teacher evaluation instrument. Gender had little impact on item selection. SigniGcant 
difkrences that were 6)und took place between levels of agreement on 11 of the 
survey items. A larger percentage of male teachers "Strongly Agreed" with the
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5)llowmg items being placed on a choral teacher evaluation tool: Item 2 "models 
correct musical techniques," Item 12 "uses frequent modulations in speaking 
intensity, " Item 16 "gives all students an opportunity to respond, " Item 20 "uses 
kinesthetic teaching methods," Item 19 "uses technology in the classroom," Items 22 
"performance at adjudicated events used for evaluation," Item 23 "performance at 
community events used for evaluation" and Item 33 "uses discipline fdrly." A 
greater percentage o f 6male teachers "Strongly Agreed" with Item 5 "integrates 
student eoqoeriences into rehearsal," Item 8 "creates enthusiasm for subject" and Item 
13 "written knowledge of the subject evaluated in written lesson plans." Because of 
the low number o f male participants (25%, n = 45) it was difScult to reach 
conclusions on this research question.
A large percentage of participating secondary choral teachers agreed that the 
majority o f behaviors on the survey should be included in a secondary choral teacher 
assessment instrument. Only four out o f 35 survey items received less than a 70% 
agreement leveL These items were Item 15 "makes objectives known to students in 
writing," Item 19 "Uses technology in the classroom," Item 22 "adjudicated events 
used as evaluation criteria" and Item 23 "performance at community events used as 
evaluation criteria." It could include such areas as student conqouter access, student 
internet access, access to computer labs and access to music computer programs. 
Items 22 and 23, both dealing with performance as an evaluation tool, produced 
strong levels of "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" ratings among teachers. 
Performance events should not be used as the only criteria for music teacher 
evaluation; however they do provide a standard to compare a choral program to other
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choral programs in the area. If a choral program receives consistently low ratings 
perhaps a closer examination of the teaching methods and curriculum is needed.
Limitations
This survey should not be viewed as a conqilete list of efkctive secondary public 
school choral teacher behaviors. One limitation of this study was the Act that all 
choral directors fom  the Oklahoma Music Educators' Association rolls were selected 
Ar the survey. Guidelines Ar selecting speciGcally "efkctive" choral teachers were 
not established creating a data base that possAly includes inefkctive music teachers. 
Another study limitation was that only secondary public school choral directors horn 
one state particÿated in the survey. Because choral teaching practices vary it may 
not he appropriate A generalize the data A other parts o f the country. Choral 
directors' opinions regarding efkctive choral teacher behaviors do not necessarily 
provide all the inArmation needed to evaluaA their success in the classroom. Perh^s 
teachers are so used A a generic evaluation tool that they no longer look Ar other 
options. Many times music programs are the Grst to be cut in times of Gnancial crisis. 
Possibly music teachers are unwilling A propose new ideas Ar teacher evaluation in 
Aar of eqiulsion. Asking teachers A identic their own evaluation criteria could 
produce biased evaluations with music teachers selecting criteria they consider easy.
Recommendations
More research is needed on teacher evaluation in specialty areas. One survey was 
returned because the choral teacher involved Alt that efkctive choral teachers' 
behaviors would be worthless in an evaluation conducted by an untrained observer. 
Research shows that music teachers Ael principals and other administrators are not
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qualîGed to evaluate them or their programs efkctively (Taebel, 1992). Should music 
teachers have music supervisors or college music educators conq)lete their 
evaluations? What about school districts who do not have music or arts supervisors 
and are not located near a university setting? Should an administrator's evaluation be 
used with a music supervisor's assessment? Will principals who have had poor 
public school musical e]q)erieoces themselves evaluate a music teacher Airly? These 
are questions that must be addressed in order to assure Air evaluations in specialty 
Gelds.
The purpose of this study was to survey secondary public school choral teachers to 
ascertain their opinions on important music teacher behaviors that should be included 
in a choral teacher assessment tool Regardless o f difkrent ages, genders, teaching 
experience, school sizes and grades taught teachers consistently agreed with a large 
majority o f the survey items supporting educational research in the areas of nonverbal 
behaviors, classroom management and teacher subject knowledge. The generally 
high level o f agreement among choral teachers indicates a good blend concerning 
teachers' concurrence about the suitability of specific research based teacher 
behaviors Ar choral teacher assessment. These results suggest that research can 
provide a useful basis Ar classroom teachers and administraArs A consider Ar 
evaluation guidelines.
Inçlications Ar administrators and teachers might include working Agether A 
make existing evaluation tools more speciGc to certain disciplines. Since this stuc^ 
has provided a number of behaviors m-service choral teachers believe are efkctive 
perhaps adding some of these behaviors A existing évaluai An Arms would be
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helpful Music educators who train hiture music teachers could draw upon these data 
as possible efkctive music teacher behaviors 6r their students to study before 
student teaching.
This study indicates that in-service choral music teachers 6om diverse 
demographic backgrounds agree upon a large number of research based behaviors 
that could be suitable for use in a choral music teacher evaluation tool Additional 
research is required to conGrm other educators' reactions to these teacher behaviors 
including surveying teachers in difkrent demogr^hic areas of the United States. 
Administrators, music teacher educators and eaqpert choral teachers' opinions are 
needed kr more conclusive answers. Although there was a high level o f agreement 
among participants, investigating how difkrent choral music teachers interpret and 
implement their disciplines was beyond the scope of this study. More research in the 
area o f efkctive choral teacher behaviors and teacher assessment must be carried out 
in order to provide beneûcial and unbiased choral teacher evaluations.
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1. Things the teacher did to facilitate classroom management (roll call, 
announcements, music equipment, music stand, seating arrangement):
2. The explanation and demonstration provided by the teacher were these:
3. The organization and selection of music to be used for skill development was 
(Did the selected music seem below or beyond the capabilities of the class, 
and how did the teacher organize the instruction?):
State of rehearsal (Was the music being rehearsed to be used in a public 
performance and if so, did the students have enough practice time prior to 
the performance date?):
5. Things the teacher did while directing and rehearsing students which 
facilitated learning:
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Rhode Island College Department of Music 
Student Evaluation of Classroom Activities 
Question Sheet
Please complete this course rating &rm by indicating your responses on the provided 
answer sheet.
At the top o f the sheet 611 in the instructor's last name using a number 2 pencil Grid 
in the appropriate letter spaces which indicate the instructor's name. Then write in a 
grid the department code, which is 1005, and the course number.
1. Was (were) the text(s) useful or helphil?
a) Always b) Usually c) Sometimes d) Seldom e) No basis for judgement
2. Were the criteria 5)r grading made clear in the syllabus?
a) Yes b) No c) No basis for judgement
3. Were the evaluation materials (e. g. tests, papers, per&rmances) directly 
derived 6om the course material?
a) Always b) Usually c) Sometimes d) Seldom e) Never
4. Were the methods of determining grades apfuopriate to the course?
a) Always b) Usually c) Sometimes d) Seldom e) Never
5. Was the instructor well prepared 6 r  class?
a) Always b) Usually c) Sometimes d) Seldom e) Never
6. Was the instructor well organized?
a) Always b) Usually c) Sometimes d) Seldom e) Never
7. Were the instructor's lectures and presentations hicid and logically rendered? 
a) Always b) Usually c) Sometimes d) Seldom e) Never
8. Was the instructor enthusiastic about the subject o f the course? 
a) Always b) Usually c) Sometimes d) Seldom e) Never
9. Did the instructor respond efkctively to students' questions? 
a) Always b) Usually c) Sometimes d) Seldom e) Never
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10. What is your estimate o f the instructor's knowledge of the subject? 
a) Excellait b) Good c) Adequate d) Fair e) Poor
11. Place additional comments below.
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APPENDIX C 
HARTT SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
STUDENT TEACHING EVALUATION
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HARTT SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
STUDENT TEACHING OBSERVATION
STUDENT TEACHER CLASS




Clarity of Lesson Objectives
Planning Detail
TEACHING SKILL AND TECHNIQUE
Clarity of Instruction
Ability to Diagnose Problems
Ability to Solve Problems
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SURVEY OF MUSIC TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS
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MOST FREQUENTLY IDENTIFIED BEHAVIORS OF 
EFFECTIVE MUSIC TEACHERS
1. Sense of humor
2. Enthusiasm
3. Caring
4. Sense of Wmess
5. Flexibility
6. Knowledge of student interests
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MENC POLICY STATEMENT 
ON MUSIC TEACHER EVALUATION
Most states and school districts evaluate teachers 6r the purposes of improving 
instruction and to screen individuals who may not be efkctive in the classroom. The 
Music Educators National Con6rence (MENC) siq)ports teacher assessment that is 
(1) designed to ingirove teaching cong)etencies and (2) 6ir, reliable, and valid.
However, the MENC also believes that the nature of music, vdiich is both an aural 
art &rm and a per&rmance art, requires music teachers to possess some special 
con^petencies in order to ef&ct musical learning. Because of the unique nature of 
music and the special conqpetencies required of music teachers, the MENC afGrms 
the Allowing:
A. Existing evaluation programs need to be modihed in some areas in order to
adequately evaluate the performance competency of music teachers.
B. Special assessment instruments or items are needed to evaluate the special 
competencies required o f music educators.
C. The evaluator or a member of the evaluation team should be knowledgeable in
music.
Adopted by the MENC National Executive 
Board at its April 1988 meeting.
I l l
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1. the extent to vdiich the teacher controls classroom events in
contrast to allowing students to control them.
2. the amount and degree of preparation by the teacher to conduct 
a lesson, including the speciGcation of intended outcomes and activities 6)r 
attaining
them.
3. the extent to which the teacher moves and actually performs physically 
in the classroom
4. ConsnkrafgMgfs; the degree of warmth, caring, and humanness that the teacher 
conveys based usually on his or her liking 6)r students and the extent to vdiich 
this liking is projected.
5. ÆnmyfgdÿgaAÜ&y; the amount o f knowledge or in&rmation that the teacher
possesses in the subject area being taught.
6. Dgmwxdmgng&r; how "tough" the teacher is in terms of assignments, 
expectations,
tests, and material covered.
7. GnmmAwenf; how strongly the teacher is committed to the pro6ssion of 
teaching
and to the goal of helping students learn.
8. the degree to which the teacher projects positive feelings and
positive
expectations about teaching and learning in the course of teaching.
9. how much the teacher is willing to accept criticism and suggestions, 
especially hom students.
10. the extent to which the teacher will change a plan or an intention 
to meet new contingencies.
Bruce Wayne Tuckman's dimensions of teaching (Tuckman, 1991, p. 98).
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TEACHER APPRAISAL INTERVIEW
Be6)re conducting the interviews, the interviewer should prepare a brief set of
questions that will serve as a guide in each interview. These questions should be 
5)cused
soliciting descriptions of self 6om the teacher. Examples are listed below.
To what extent do you think learning is a function of the quality of teaching 
and to vdiat extent is it a hmction of the learner's motivation and readiness?
How would you teach a class if half o f the students in it were so-called 
slow learners and half were working at or above grade level?
Show me a typical lesson plan you have developed and describe to me 
how you went about developing it.
What would you say are the princq)al rewards for you in the career of 
teaching? Can you give me some concrete illustrations?
How do you decide what level of difficulty at which to set your course 
requirements? Have you ever changed them during a course? If so,
describe the circumstances.
If we asked your students to describe you, what positive comments 
might they make? What negative comments?
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Kansas Choral Educator Questionnaire
Please take the time to circle the answer that applies to your school situation.
1. I teach:
High School (9-12) Mid High (9-10) Sr. High (11-12) Jr. High (7-9)
Middle School (6-8)
2. My school is class:
lA  2A 3A 4A 5A 6A
3. The area I teach in could be classiGed as:
Rural Urban Inner City Rural/Urban Mix
4. Student evaluation o f classroom teachers should be included in teacher 
assessment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
5. Peer teacher evaluation of classroom teachers should be included in teacher
assessment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
6. My age is:
20-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61 and older
years old years old years old years old years old
7. Please indicate the number of years you have taught music in the schools.
1-5 6-10 11-20 21-30 31 and above
years years years years years
8. Sex:
Male Female
9. I am a member of the American Choral Directors Association.
Yes No
116
Please circle the number that represents your opinion of the statement as best practice.
1. The music teacher elicits per&rmance (has students play or sing back).
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
2. The music teacher models correct musical techniques.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
3. The music teacher integrates student e^qieriences to daily rehearsal/study.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
4. The music teacher demonstrates levels o f personal commitment and 
willingness to spend additional time during and outside the school day.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
5. The music teacher provides 6 r  practice and q)plication of subject materiaL
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
6. The music teacher monitors student achievement.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
7. The music teacher demonstrates the ability to stay on task.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
8. The music teaclKr demonstrates enthusiasm 5)r the subject area.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
9. The music teacher uses Êequent eye contact.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the number that best represents your opinion o f the statement as
important
choral teacher behavior.
10. The music teacher uses gestures other than conducting gestures.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
11. The music teacher uses variations in 6cial expression.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
12. The music teacher uses hequent modulation of speaking intensity.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
13. The music teacher demonstrates acceptable written knowledge of the subject in 
written lesson plans.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
14. The music teacher demonstrates acceptable written knowledge of the subject in 
lesson objectives.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
15. The music teacher makes the objectives known to the students by writing 
them on the board or overhead projector.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
16. The music teacher gives all students an opportunity to respond.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
17. The music teacher demonstrates positive feedback
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the number that best represents your opinion o f the statement as
important choral teacher behavior.
18. The music teacher encourages discussion of subject matter.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
19. The music teacher uses technology in the classroom.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
20. The music teacher uses music books in the classroom.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
21. The music teacher uses octavo music in the classroom.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
22. The music teacher uses kinesthetic methods to enhance the lesson.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
23. The music teacher elicits volunteer performance.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
24. PerArmance of students at adjudicated events should be included in music 
teacher assessment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
25. Performance of students at community events should be included in music 
teacher assessment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
26. The music teacher maintains a supportive classroom environment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the number that best represents your opinion o f the statement as
important choral teacher behavior.
27. The music teacher uses Airly administered grading patterns based on identiûed 
criteria.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
28. The music teacher demonstrates concern 6 r  students' well-being.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
29. The music teacher demonstrates a willingness to work with other Acuity outside 
the music program.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disgree
1 2 3 4 5
30. The music teacher demonstrates a willingness to work in extra-curricular 
activities outside their program area.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
31. The music teacher handles necessary interruptions in class (Gre drills, security 
drills and announcements) with patience.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
32. The music teacher supports school based extra-curricular activities besides those 
in the music department.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
33. The music teacher makes sure all students are involved in the lesson.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
34. The music teacher has a written plan Ar each class period.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the number that best represents your opinion o f the statement as
important choral teacher behavior.
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Oklahoma Choral Educator Questionnaire
Please take the time to circle the answer that applies to your school situation.
1. I teach:
High School (9-12) Mid High (9-10) Sr. High (11-12) Jr. High (7-9) 
Middle School (6-8)
2. My school is class:
lA  2A 3A 4A 5A 6A
3. The area I teach in could be classiGed as:
Rural Urban Inner City Rural/Urban Mix
4. Student evaluation of classroom teachers should be included in teacher 
assessment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
5. Peer teacher evaluation of classroom teachers should be included in teacher
assessment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
6. My age is:
20-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61 and older
years old years old years old years old years old
7. Please indicate the number o f years you have taught music in the schools.
1-5 6-10 11-20 21-30 31 and above
years years years years years
8. Sex:
Male Female
9. I am a member of the American Choral Directors Association.
Yes No
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Please circle the number that represents your opinion of the statement às best practice.
1. The music teacher elicits per&rmance (has students play or sing back).
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
2. The music teacher models correct musical techniques.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
3. The music teacher integrates student e?q)eriences to daily rehearsal/study.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
4. The music teacher demonstrates levels o f personal commitment and 
willingness to spend additional time during and outside the school day.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
5. The music teacher provides 6 r  practice and application of subject material
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
6. The music teacher monitors student achievement.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
7. The music teacher demonstrates the ability to stay on task.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
8. The music teacher demonstrates enthusiasm 5)r the subject area.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
9. The music teacher uses Sequent eye contact
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the number that best represerAs your opinion o f the statement as
important
choral teacher behavior.
10. The music teacher uses gestures other than conducting gestures.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
11. The music teacher uses variations in 6cial eq)ression.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
12. The music teacher uses hequent modulation of speaking intensity.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
13. The music teacher demonstrates acceptable written Imowledge of the subject in
written lesson plans.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
14. The music teacher demonstrates acceptable written knowledge of the subject in 
lesson objectives.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
15. The music teacher makes the objectives known to the students by writing them 
on the board or overhead projector.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
16. The music teacher gives all students an opportunity to respond.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
17. The music teacher demonstrates positive 6edback
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the number that best represents your opinion of the statement as 
important choral teacher behavior.
18. The music teacher encourages discussion of subject matter.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
19. The music teacher uses technology in the classroom
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
20. The music teacher uses kinesthetic methods to enhance the lesson.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
21. The music teacher elicits volunteer per&rmance.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
22. Per&rmance of students at adjudicated events should be included in music
teacher assessment.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
23. Per&rmance of students at community events should be included in music 
teacher assessment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
24. The music teacher maintains a supportive classroom environment.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the number that best represents your opinion of the statement as 
important choral teacher behavior.
25. The music teacher uses 6irly administered grading patterns based on identiGed 
criteria.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
26. The music teacher demonstrates concern jbr students well-being.
strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
27. The music teacher demonstrates a willingness to work with other 6culty outside 
the music program.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disgree
1 2 3 4 5
28. The music teacher demonstrates a willingness to work in extra-curricular 
activities outside their program area.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
29. The music teacher handles necessary interruptions in class (Gre drills, security 
drills and announcements) with patience.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
30. The music teacher supports school based extra-curricular acGvities besides those 
in the music department.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
31. The music teacher makes sure all students are involved in the lesson.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
32. The music teacher has a written plan G)r each class period.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the number that best rep-esents your opinion of the statement as 
important
choral teacher behavior.
33. The music teacher handles classroom discipline problems efBciently.
Slrongab̂  agree Agree fkutial Disagree Stmmgly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
34. The music teacher generates student interest in the subject.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
35. The music teacher stimulates student enthusiasm 6 r  the subject.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPLICATION 
FOR APPROVAL OF THE USE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS IN AN INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED ON THE 
NORMAN CAMPUS AND/OR BY UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA FACULTY, STAFF OR STUDENTS
Your applicabon for approval of the use of human sufyeds should consist of eleven (11) copies* of three parts:
PART I - A COMPLETED APPLICATION FORM 
PART II - A DESCRIPTION OF YOUR RESEARCH STUDY
PART III - SUBJECTS INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN YOUR STUDY
You should attach supplementary infdnnation pertinent to this study that vwiN help the txiard members In their
review of your application, i.e., questionnaires, test instruments, letters of approval from cooperating institutions 
or/and organizations. Failure to submit these items will only delay your review.
Applications are due not later than the #  dav of the month in which you wish the proposed project reviewed
Please return completed proposals to: U.S. Mail:
Office of Research Administration 
Campus Mail: 1000 Asp Avenue, Room 314
Office of Research Administration Norman, Oklahoma 73019-0430
Buchanan Hall, Room 314
Please call the ORA at 3254757 and ask for the 1RS if you have any questions. Please type your responses.
PART I -  APPLICATION FORM
1. P iindpallnvestlgM or
Name Rebecca K. Lindlev 
Department Music Education
Campus Phone No.__________ E-mail Address Rlindlev7@aol.com
If you are a student, provide the following information.
Daytime Phone No. (if different from above) (4051556-5070 work (405) 348-8795 home 
Mailing Address 1116 N.W. 199*. Edmond. Okla. 73003
Faculty Sponsor; Dr. Nancy H. Barry
Department Music Education Sponsor's Phone No. (405) 3254146 or (405) 3254757 




Faculty Sponsor (if student research project).
If you believe your use of human subjects would be considered exempt from review or qualifies for 
expedited review as defined in Sections 4 and 12 of the University of Oklahoma Norman Campus Policy 
and Procedures for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research Activities, you may submit two (2) copies 
of this application for initial review. If full Board review is required, you will be required to submit nine (9) 
additional copies.
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2. Project Title: Effective Secondary Choral Teacher Behaviors
3. Project Time Period: Upon Approval. July 2002
4. Previous institutional Review Board-Norman Campus Approval for this proiect?
Yes X (#2881 N o _
5. Are you requesting fundng support for this project?
Yes No_X_
6. Description of Human Subjects:
Age Range: 22 years to 65 years Gender (please check one):__ Males;____ Females; X Both
Number of Subjects:
Special Qualifications: Must be members of the Oklahoma Music Educators Association.
Source o f Subjects and Selection Criterion: subjects will be all 361 secondary public school choral educators listed 
on the Oklahoma Music Educators Association membership roles.
Please check any protected groups induded in this study.
 Pregnant Women___________ ____ Fetuses Children
 Mentally Disabled_______________ Elderly
 Mentally Retarded__________ ____ Prisoners
PART II -  DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
To assist institutional Review Board members in conducting their review of your application, please prepare a brief 
(1-3 page) description of the study you plan to conduct, including the following information:
A. Purpose/Objectives
Explain the overall purpose of your study and its primary objectives, including the importance of the 
knowledge expected to result
B. Research Protocol
Describe the study and procedures you will use, induding a step-by-step description of the 
procedures you plan to use with your subjects.
0. Confidentiality
Briefly describe the procedures you will use to assure confidentiality of the data you collect from 
your subjects, spedfically address whether subjects will be identifiable from raw and/or refined 
data, how data will be protected from non-project personnel (e.g., stored in locked cabinets), 
whether the identifiable data will tie destroyed when no longer needed, and whether project 
publications (thesis, papers, videotapes, etc.) will allow identification of individual subjects.
D. Subject Benefit/Risk
Describe both the potential benefits and risks to subjects and society that may result from their 
participation in this project
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Purpose of the Study
Because of the emphasis on teacher assessment and effectiveness, states have mplemented many different forms of 
ev^uation. Literature on music teacher evaluation suggests that gen«1c assessmmt forms that a e  commonly used k r  general 
teacher assessment are often unfair and misleading to music educators.
ThepurposeofthlsstudyislosurveysecondafychoralmusicteachersinthestateofOldahomaabout importait 
teacher tiehaviors that they tielieve should tie included on a ^ledfic assessment tool for putilic school music
educators.
Knowledge gained from this questionnaire will provide a pod of effective teacher behaviors that public school secondary 
choral music teachers would like to see on a specific music teacher assessment tool, or as a separate section on a more general 
teacher evaluation form. The study will provide a base of research that could eventually 
lead to the development of a music teacher assessment Instrument
Research Questions the study will answer:
1. What are important Instructional behaviors of secondary public school choral music teachers in the state of 
Oklahoma that choral teachers believe should be included in a secondary choral music teacher assessment tool.
2. Is there a difference of opinion on secondary public school choral music teacher behaviors based on 
years of experience?
3. Is there a difference of opinion on secondary public school choral music teacher behaviors between 
rural and urban districts.
4. Is there a difference of opinion on music teacher behaviors between secondary public school choral 
music teadiers?
5. Is there a difference of opinion on important music teacher behaviors between secondary public school 
choral music teachers from small schools and music teachers from large schools?
6. Is there a difference of opinion on important music teacher behaviors between secondary public school 
choral music teachers of varying ages?
7. Is there a difference of opinion on Important music teacher behaviors between male and female secondary 
public school choral music teachers?
Research Protocol
information for the author’s study will be gathered from a questionnaire developed by the author.
To represent best practice, subjects for the study will be the 361 secondary choral public school educators listed on the 
membership roles of the Oklahoma Music Educators Association. Coded letters will be sent containing a cover letter affirming the 
significance of the study and the importance of the participant’s input along with the questionnaire and a self-addressed stamped 
return envelope. A follow up card will be mailed to non-respondents one week later. Statements in the questionnaire are based on 
specific teacher behaviors drawn from research on effective music teacher traits (Tait, 1992), Taebel’s research on improper 
evaluation criteria (1990), the MENC Teacher Evaluation Statements. D. J. Elliott’s (1995) model of the professional music 
educator, and B. W. Tuckman’s (1991) suggestions on conducting meaningful teacher assessment, (see attached.)
Once the data have been collected, responses to each survey Item will be tallied and mean, standard 
deviation and frequency will be recorded. A Manova will be used to compare response trends of teachers according to age, years 
of experience, rural/urban districts, size of district and sex. Cronbach’s alpha will be used to establish internal consistency for 
clusters of Likert scale items.
ConffdentlaAty
Participant’s confidentiality is assured through envelop coding. Upon receiving the completed survey ,the envelop will be 
discarded. Parficipanfs names wBI never be placed on the survey
The inWiafion lelter for the survey is attached to this form.
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S«ib|ec*BanelMfRbk
Subjects will be able to ask for a copy of the results of the survey by e-mailing me. Hopefully the information gathered 
In this prpject wi8 provide the basis for a specific secondary choral musk educator évaluation form rather than the 
generk forms that are In use. This project could also be used as a basis for the development of other qoedfk evaluation tools In 
the areas of Band, Orchestra, General Musk, Bementary Music, Mddle School or Junior High Musk, Drama, and Art
There is no risk involved with this study.
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. Deaf Oklahom a E ducam r.
You are invited to participate in a study oI E ffa c tiva  Sücondary Choral T eacher B ehaviors  
conducted  by Rebecca Lind ley w ith taculty  sp o n so r Dr. Nancy H. Barry, This research is being 
conducted under the auspices o f  the University o f  Oklahoma-Norman Campus. The purpose o f this
letter is to fully inform  you about the nature o f  this study as you contem plate participation.
M usic educators are becoming more concerned about the use of generic Teacher evaluation tools to 
assess music teacher competency. R esearch in Florida, Alabama and Texas show s music teachers 
are c o n s is te n tly  scored low er on their evaluations than other classroom  teachers.
The purpose o f  this study is to find ou t w hat effective teacher behaviors secondary public school 
choral music teachers w ould like to see included on a specific music teacher assessm ent took It 
•would provide a base o f  da ta  that could be used to develop and test a specific tool tor music teacher 
evaluation. If  you agree to participate, you will be asked to complete the survey attached to this 
letter. The survey requires appro .\im ately 20 m inutes to complete. You may be assured o f  com plete 
confidentiality. Please do not include any identify ing information on the survey, The return envelop 
contains an identification num ber that will enable me to cross your name o ff  the mailing list when 
the survey is returned. The envelop will then be discarded. Your name will never be placed on the 
survey. You will return the com pleted  questionnaire to me in the enclosed addressed and stam ped 
envelope. Please return the survey to  me no later than July 31, 2002.
No risks beyond those present in norm al everyday life are anticipated in this study.
Participation in this study will p rov ide insight mto what behaviors music teachers want to see 
included on a specific teacher assessm ent tool for music educators. Your participation in this study 
is strictly voluntary. Refusal to partic ipate  will involve no penalty and you may discontinue 
participation at any time. Once you have subm itted a completed questionnaire, it is im possible to 
w ithdraw  it.
Please be aware that re turning the completed quest ionnaire implies y o u r  consent to 
participate.
To participate, you  m ust be a seco n d a ry  p u b lic  sch o o l choral music teacher.
I f  you have questions about this research , you may contact Rebecca Bindley at 405-556-5070 or Dr. 
Nancy H. Barry at 405-325-4161. I f  you have questions about your rights as a research participant, 





OFPICE OF RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION
M y  24. 2002
Ms. Rebecca K.. Lmdlev 
H 16NWlWth
Edm ond. OK 73003
Dear Ms. Liridley:
Your research appiication, "Eflective Secondary Choral Teacher Behaviors." has been reviewed according to the 
policies o f the [nsocutional Review Board chaired by Dr. E. Laurene Taylor, and found to be exempt from the 
requirements for full board review Your project is approved under the regulations of the University of Oklahoma - 
Norman Campus Policies and .Procedures for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research .Activities.
Should vou wish to deviate from the described protocol or the research is to extend beyond 12 months, you tnust 
notify' this office, in wnting, noting any changes or revisions in the protocol and/or,informed consent document, and 
obtain prior approval or request an e.xtension of this ruling. A copy of the approved informed consent document is 
attached.
Should you have any questions, please contact me at trbigou.edu.
Sincerely.
Susan Wyatt SedJdck. Ph.D.
Director of the Wficc of Research .Admimstration and 
Adminiscmuve Officer for the
[nsututionai Review Board -  Norman Campus (MP.A #1146)
SWStlk
FY2Ü03-8
cc: Dr. E. Laurette Taylor. Chair. Institutional Review Board
Dr. Nancy Barry, Music
ICCC Asp Avenue. Su„e ] i i .  .Spiman. Okianonx: COm-iOTT PHCNE. ,405) 12S-1T57 FAX: W S ) O Z S ^ Z ]
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Dear Oklahoma Music Educator,
You are invited to participate in a study off^yecffve .ÿgcowdafy CAwu/ TeacAer 
conducted by Rebecca Lindley with Acuity sponsor Dr. Nancy H. Barry. This research is being 
conducted under the auspices of the University of Oklahoma-Norman Cantus. The purpose of 
this letter is to hilly inArm you about the nature of this study as you contemplate participation.
Music educators are becoming more concerned about the use of generic Teacher evaluation tools 
to assess music teacher competency. Research in Florida, Alabama and Texas shows music 
teachers are consistently scored lower on their evaluations than othor classroom teachers.
The purpose of this study is to End out what efkctive teacher behaviors secondary public school 
choral music teachers would like to see included on a speciGc music teacher assessment tool It 
would provide a base of data that could be used to develop and test a speciGc tool Ar music 
teacher evaluation. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to con^lete the survey attached 
to this letter. The survey requires approximately 20 minutes to conplete. You may be assured of 
complete conGdentiality. Please do not include any identifying inArmation on the survey. The 
return envelop contains an identiGcation number that wGl enable me to cross your name ofTthe 
mailing list when the survey is returned. The envelop wiU then be discarded. Your name will 
never be placed on the survey. You will return the convicted questionnaire to me in the enclosed 
addressed and stangied envelope. Please return the survey to me no later than Monday, 
September 9,2002.
No risks beyond those present in normal everyday life are anticipated in this study.
Participation in this study will provide insight into what behaviors music teachers want to see 
included on a speciGc teacher assessment tool G)r music educators. Your participation in this 
study is strictly voluntary. Refusal to participate will involve no penalty and you may 
discontinue participation at any time. Once you have submitted a completed questionnaire, it is 
impossible to withdraw it.
Please be aware that returning the completed questionnaire implies your consent to 
participate.
7b purticfputg, you muff be a fecondbry pu6/;c scAoof cAoraZ mime teacAer.
If you have questions about this research, you may contact Rebecca Lindley at 405-556-5070 or 
Dr. Nancy H. Barry at 405-325-4161. If you have questions about your rights as a research 
participant, you may contact the University of Oklahoma-Norman Canqms OfBce of Research 
Administration at 405-325-8110.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Lindley
